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ABSTRACT
This publication contains reprintl ofrinterviews with

leading educators on specific topics of interest to social studies
educators at the elementary, secondarIr, and college level. Twelve
interviews trom the "Looking At" series were selected to be reprinted

- in thIs anthology because the topics are still timely and the
'comments ,of the educators interviewed are still pertinent and
valuable. All ipterviewees we?)e invited to update their interviews.-
Some made no revisions at alJ in most cases the changes they made
were few and minor. Topics in lude school ethnography, public
doublespeak, oral history, ba k to basics in social studies,, reading
in the social studies, evalua ina values education, local history,
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international education, and teachers, centers. The first interview
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ethnographic data can provide careful.description and cultural
analysis of what is going on in a school. The interview on public
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: and clarity in copmunication. Oral history is discussed as a teaching
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One interview examines whatteb kto bassic5 issues meant-for
social studies educators. It s pointed out that social studies in

/kite_elementary schools is not in very good shape beckuse of lack of

emphasis on conent knowledge. At the secondary level'most able
students are getting very good-programs: Wowever, the averarge and
below average students are being greatly short changed by waterft
d9wn courses. The back to basics approabh will rectify this situation
if it resultsin a reexamination of what the public wants the schools
.to accomplish and an examination of whether they are actually
accomplifshing it. (Author/TT!
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FREFACE

For.the past several years, the ERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies/Social Science Education has publtshed a series of.occasional
bulletins focused on specific topics of interest to social studies
educators. 'Each issue n this Looking At s'erieS contains an interview-
with one or more leading.educators andsa bib11ogr4hy of relevant
resources. For some topics; ideas for classroom actjvities or other
kinds of-useful informiltion were presented as well.

We selected,J2 interyiews from thid series for reproduction in this
.11No1ogy becatAswe felt that their topics were still.timely and that .

the comments df,the educators were interviewed were still pertinent and
valuNole. Since as much as six years has passed since some of the inter-
views were conducted, 14e invited the:interviewees,to update their
responses. Some made no .revisions at all;" in most cAses the changes
they made were fet4 and minor. However,.. we chote not to use the accom-
panying hibliogrAphies because we suppected that many of them would now) ,

be somewhat out of date. ..(One intetiviewee:, Willa Baum, sent us a-new
bibliography, which we are Nippy to include.)

We are grateful to the intervieweps for consenting td be interviewed
in.the first place and for permitting us tof.reprint their comments /n
this anthology. We hope that social studies educators who missed some
or all of the bulletins in their original form will find this "Best of
Looking At" collection to be worthwhile reading.

I.

James E. Davis

Associate)Director,.Social Science
,Education Consortium

,) Associate Directdr,'ERIC Clearinghouse for
Sbcial Studies/Social Science Education

Vow
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-1. LOOKIM AT 1 . ". SCHOOL ETHNOGRAPHY

(An interview with tfarry Z. Wolcott)

1.

Harry F. Wolcott, at that time a professor in the Departmenps of
Educational Foundations and Anthropology at the University of Oregam and
a research associate at the Center for Educational Managemetit Policy, was
interviewed in 1974 by Ji11,Hafner of the ERIC/ChESS staff. Dr. Wolcott
is now professor of education and anthropology in the Division of Edu-
cational Policy and Management, College of Education, Udiversity of
Oregon.

,

, 4k
1.

Ethnography may be simply defined as degcriptive anthropology. As
an apffroach to research, ethhography refers to the set of field-work
?techniques that anthropologists use in-order to construct ah explicit:
statement of the "cult re" of the people being studied.l.k.-

Ethnograph,is 4 interesting and potentially useful tool for edu-.
cators as well as anthKopologists, and one that is receiving new
itkreasing attention from both professions. Anthropologist Harry Wolcott
suggested a rationale for the application of the'technique to schools
'when he stated fin his interview with ua that "what school people try.to .

do make good sense to school people but does not necessarily make sense
4n ter of the problems as seen by other consiituncies."

Introduction

He has referred,in his writings to the ethnographer's job of making'
the "obvious".obvioug, as he discovers the societal rules:that are so
self-evident to everyone in.a culturaothat,they are conformed'to without
question. Bygrevealingthose rules and habits, the anthropolo4ist can
enable,educators to question ahd improve' the institution and customs they
have taken for granted.'

The views of Harry F. Wolcqtt on Ole subject of school ethnography
will provide the ecator with an overiiew of'the topic.

,

Interview

ERIC/ChESS: What is school ethnography, and what kinds of data
emerge from such a study?

1
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WOLCOTT: Any ethnogr:lphy :1 picture of the lift,. ot the memher,;

ot some social group, seen in the context in which that lite is lived.
The ethnographic account cwght to answer the question "What is going on
here?" so that an outsider might, at least theoretically, be able to loin
the group and know how to act as one of its members. Perhaps more
modestly, he would be able to understand how people in the group ordinar-
ily act and believe.

One prpblem with "school ethnography" i that the researcher!s -own
familiarity wtth school, resulting from h' ng once been a student him or
herself, can ake the task more rather than less difficult. It's hard to
put yourself in the.position of a naive and interested .learner if you
feel that you already "know it all" or have strong convictions about what
is right or wrang with formal education.

.

ERIC/ChESS: What.conce ual frameworks are used in ethnographic
study?

)14

, .WOLCOTT: The cultural anthropologist's basic conceptual tool is
culture, People learn and transmit ideas about the Oay.things ought to
be done so that each bf us doesn't have to invent a,new and totally
unique liee style to accomplishsour every task and $o that we can have
an idea of what to expect from those around us.
. t*

Culture Is like a grammar, providing us with A basic strficture for
1

guiding successful social interaction. To make so global a concept
1.1.' workable, we analyze it in terms of eatures commOnly described in all

societies--social organization, world view, tconoTic organization,
' polieicai. brganization, projective systems (4.g., mytholOgy), material

culture-ache kinds of headings one finds in most introductory texts in
cultural anthropology. A

In my own work in the ethnography of chocils1,I'm paying particular
attention to two facets through,which I think anthropology can address
the subject of formal education'.1 These are sOcial organization and
world yiew. It is quite clear, for instance, that not all eduCators
'share the same world view. Differendes.in the beliefs shared by class-
room teachers and by nonteaching educators warrant ver37 careful consid-

, , ..
eration and analysis.

7

ERIC/ChESS: Is it possible to confine such a study to the bounda.7
ries. of the school? ,

WOLCOTT: The anthropologist normally takes:A step baA and asks.
what the school is a part of. He takes the holistic view that chdracter-
izes the anthropological perspective, not looking at the school as an ,

-isolated, self-contained little island, but as having a larger base in
society. . -

* _

.. .

In my study of the principal, I was looking at an occupational role;
_ ,

Vg I think the study became more ethnographic when I also considered the
T cultural fqxcesshaping that role rather than,,when I was only looking at

how a principal Interacts with faculty and pariants or what hedoes super-
vising students and teachers.2 I was (or, from a .strictly etfllographic
point of view,.should have been) looktng at a pprson %rho was a principal
rather than a principal who happened tb be a person:

2



FRIC/Ch: Va/lour; .1r0 loukIn tit(' .:11o(d':1--;

social system. How would your objuctives differ from those, say, of a
sociologist?

WOLCOTT: There is a considerable overlap between what sociologists
and dRthropologists do. We draw upon similar techniques2 look at people
in humiish,groups, read and criticize each other's studies,and footnote
them in o work; and face similar constraints working in formal
education.

Some broad,differences are that, in general,-sociologists focuS on
population samples,of large 'Ambers of people. .Sociological studies

often'include many ithools or school districts. Anthropologists
traditionally have inquir14:into mall numbers of people who constitute
an entire group, like a whoribal Society or a vtllage group, and'in
-their school studies typicalWlook at one or a few individuals, a single

NI,

school, or particular event (liklitt..a strike) or period of tiffie (like
.
the-

-social activities of a senior cl..ass)

Anthropologists get to know at least soMe of their subSects so well
that they call them informants. Sociologists tend to fotus on inter-
action settings, om groups'rather than o 'individu s, on subsystems of:

4

complex societies, and on social problem such as conflict resolution-
4 or professionAl autonomy. .

Anthropologists are interested in w t people sar nd think about
what they do, as well as the behavior itblf, and y he Ideational
systems people carry around about how t pgs ought to be. The anthro-

,

pol.ogist depends on extensive on-site rjBeareh over ail extended peO.od
time. Thus it is-noted that.anthrop logists "do field work" while

sociologists "gather data." Among oth(r differences one alwars'come
4 back to the anthropologist's interest in the hOlistic view, wfiere man

aspects of human life are-woveh together.

ERIC/ChESS: To what purposes can ethnographic data be put?

WOLCOTT: Let me suggest three different ways ethnographic data can

be used. To barrow the analogy auggest4 by Clyde Kluckhohn's Mirror for
, Alan, I Oink ethnographic data can provide carefull'description and \

1

cultural analysip of what is goingion in a school. The description is '

there; whether people look in the_!'mirrorw". what they choose to see, '

and.whether ihey make changes, probably Ought to re§t with the person'

looking into the mirror rather'than. with the person holding it.

4 Second, ethnographic data,can be Imed to\help educators with their
problemseither with specific problems, such aa intercultural education,
community assesSment, 'and program effectiveness,\or with getting a new,
and broader perspective on what the problem is. 'Educators tend to look

at most problems as havingrsolutions in*schoop; anthropoiogibts, by
taking a step batk, might often be able to point oui that tl*
sometimes)6art of the problem or, wheh it is part of.the solution, it is
only a sm ll part and not necessarTIOly the critical one. What school

( peop-ke.try to do ttakes good sense to.school people bpt does hot necessar-
ily make sense in terms of the problem'as seen by other constituencies.

The third purpos, is.to contribute to our understanding of human
behavloands,. paeticularly, of human learning. I think that is the long-

range goal.
111
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1.

ERIC/ChESS: What impacj do you hopc th4t anthropology, and othno-
graphic studies in articular, will halterbn the future of education?

WOLCOTT: Referring again to miiror for Man4 whether immediate
changes can come about will probably depdnd on whether educators them-
selveirean learn to use ethnogrApfiic.drkta, find it useful, and liv with-
out someone telling them what to no. . They are busy, action-oriented

_people and they don't alwdYS,want to lok in the mirrot.3
#

At present Obre anthropologists are looking at the schools over a
sustained perio91 of time than ever before. What I hope will come of this
current. wave 'oflanthropological attention to schools is data about what

-1

reAlly goes on as opposed to-what we would like to have gd on.

We will turn our attention to.looking at what happens in schools all
day long rather than in some '60-second period when a cWild-is doing a
particular educational task of the kind that interests educational psy-
chologist_s. We will pay more attention to unintendt well as to
intended coltlquences of,instruction, t9'the consequences of going to
school at all, and to the variety of contexts in which we all learn
rather thari to the teacher's necessarily narrower focus of what is
learned in the classroom. Also, we wlll give increasing attention to the
relationship between language and learning.

Finally, we will appreciate the fact that we are all products of
culture. What we.do'and say and how we organize our schools reflect
beliets shared among ourselves that are not shared by people in all.times
-Atid places.

ERIC/ChESS: Do you know of any instances where stuVents are doing
ethnographic studies?

WOLCOTT: A number of high school teachers-have been'teactiing
anthropology by having their stuallts pact as proto-ethnographers.4
Ethnography in their own schools conducted by studeries poses some of the
methodological and ethical prOlems faced by the professional anthro-
poiogist: To whom do, you sfi C5A your materials2- Who ilas a right to get .

inside a group, and under what kind of safeguards for both informants.and
research2r? Dare you share the information you are getting with the
teacherr Can'information. be shared with "interested" administrators?
Tbis.gets into some knotty problems inherent in social research.

A
When field work is not possible, Ceachers try to immerse their pupils

in an ethnographic approach by presenting them with archaeological and 11,

ethnographic evidence 40 letting them "muck about" arid look frr ways toil
make 4entie out of the information confronting them. .This approach
Characterized the Anthropological Curriculum Study Project materials
1developed for high schoOls and the.Man: A Course of Study material s. for

intermedidte grades. These materials were designed to teach anthropology
by putting the student in the role of the anthropologist.

Epilogue

How can classroom teachers ke'ep tin touch with what professional
anthropologists are doirig? Harry',Wolcott suggests that for a modest
$12.00 teachers are welcome to join the Council on Anthropology and

4
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Education .(CAE). The should contact tho Amorit:an Anthropological

Association, 1703 New Hampshire Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009.
As Wolcott states:

The immediate benefits are two.. First, they would
receive the excellent CAE Quarterly;-second, they
would become part of the network of people sharing
special interests through memberships in special
committees.

In addition to papers and articles, the CAE Quarterly als'o carries
a series on 'courses in anthropology and education at the university level,
notes, apnoundements, professional news, and a bibliography-of recent
publicatilms.

Notes

,l. Harry F. Wolcott, Teachers Versus Technocrats: An Educational
Innovation in Anthropological Perspective (Eugene, Ore.: Center for
Educational Policy and Management, University of Oregon, 1977).

2. Harry F. Wolcott, The Man in the Principal's Office: An Ethnog-
raphy (New. York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973).

This ided is developed more fully in "Mirrors, Models and Mdhitors:
Educator Adaptationf" in George G. Spindler, ed., Doing the Ethnography
of Slooling (forthcoming).

jt. See, for example, Michael feer, "Informant-Ethnographers in the
Study of Schools," Human Organization 34,.111:-2 (Summer 1975), pp. 157-
162.

'

*
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2. LOOKING AT . . . "PUBLIC DOUBLESPEAK"

(An interview with Daniel J. Dieterich)

Dan Dieterich teaches English at the University of Wisconsin--
Ster4ns Point. When he was interviewed in 1975 by Karen Wiley, then
ERIC/ChESS editor, he was chairman of the Committee on Public Double-
speak of the National Council of Teachers of English. That position is.
currently held by Professor William Lutz of the English Department at
Rutgers, the State University Of New Jersey.

Introduction

x.

In 1971 the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) formed
its Committee on Public Doublespeak with the passage of-two resolutions:

On Dishonest and Inhumane Uses of Language
_ --

Resolved: That the National Council of Teachers of
English find means to.study dishonest and inhumane.
uses Of language and literature by advertisers, to
bring offenses to public attention, and to propose
crassroom techniques for preparing.children to cope
with commercial propaganda.

On the Relation of Lan ua e to Public. Polic

Resolved: That the National Council of*Teachers of.
Englisb find means to study the relation of language
to public policy, to keep track of, publicize, and
combat semantic distortion by public officials,
candidates for office, political commentators, 'and
all those who transmit through the mass media.

One strategy adopted by the committee t "bring offenses to public
attention" was the institution of the Annua Depublespeak Awards. An

award, winner in the category "mi7t6se of e emisms" was one Colonel
Opfers%bf the U.'S. Air Force, who told r orters in Cambodia, "You always,

write that it's bombing, bombing, bombing. It's not bombing! It's'air\

support."

ObviOusly, social stUdies,teachers as leen as English teachers are
concerned about honesty and clarity in communication, and this area lends
itself particularly well to interdisciplinary efforts.

7 ii



IntervLew

ERIC/ChESS: What'exactly is "public doublespeak"-;-and what is not '
"public doublespeak?"

DIETERICH: Part of it is easy: "public" refers to communication
through the mass media. Now, the hard part: what is "doublespeak?"
According to the.resolutions passgd by NCTE, it is inhumane and dishonest
use of language--deception, dishonesty, Semantic distortion. All these
are aspects of doublespeak, but I dpn't really think we have a decent
definition for it yet,

I can say what dbublespeak does not include. It's not the study'of
grammatical error, of diagramming, of_word choice per se. It's not even
really the study of euphemism, though euphemism can. play a part in
doublespeak, depending on context and situation. 7r5r instance, we are
not out to.say, "Euphemisms are bad,so don't use them." Also, we're not
trying to push an ethical schema on anybody. Rather, what we are trying
to do when focusing on doublespeak is to analyze the' wayslanguage relates
to people and to society.

What we are sayinglis, "Here are some tools that people can use to
analyze any group's language--to cut through it, to get down to the bare
bones .somehow,-to see what",s being done with that language."

ERIC/ChESS: Some ctitics 'of current language usage seem to be trying'
to mit a straitjacket on the language. For instance, they criticize all ,

uses of slang and neologisms, seemingly not wanting the language to
change at all. Isn't that going too far?

DIETERICH: Thlre is A diversity of opinions about language misuse.
I'don't go along wial Several people I have heard recently who say that
there one proper way of saying things and that anyone who varies is
wrong. I am not trSTing to put that kind of straitjacket on people.

Some people are worried that the language is being hurt through such
public misuses as improper grammar. I'm not too worried about the stiffer-.
ing that language is going through; I'mmorried about the sufferingthat
people are going through because of misuse of language.

I don't care if someone d'ays "ain't." What-I care about is the
language techniciah--a communications.expert--who spends six weeks con7
structing a 60-second message aimed ai getting seven-year-Old children to

'.do something they-wouldn't normally do, and the.children don't even know
why they do it or how to.deal with the messagethey receive!

It is not a matter of _sloppiness on the part of the communications
eXpert; it is a matter of extreme finesse--that's my concern. The use of
language is becoming more sophisticated; people are using it with much
greater skill:than 'ever brefore.

To answer your question then--what is_fair game for tilma committee's
criticism?--it is the, misuse of public language to persuade individuals,
'as consumers or citi,iens, to make judgments on the basis of insufficient
or incorrect iiiforécion.

S.

8



ERIC/CUSS: Why should anyono be concerned about misuse of anguage?
Why shouldn't people be, able to say 1wAatever Lhey want,_ however they want

. to say it?

DIETERICH: People can; do, and should be able to say whatever they
want to say, hoWever they want to say it. , But, people should also be
able to recognize and deal with the miSuse df language, We use language

in order to control our fellow human'beings. I am out to give people .

the critical-thinking skills they need in.order to recognize the ways in
which they are being controlled. Then they can either accept thes,control

or reject it, as they see fit. I'm not trying to tell peopl how.thdy
should talk--only how they should listen.

ERIC/ChESS: Searching for examples of public doublespeak can be a
lot of fun and can giVe us Some good chuckles. But aren't there some
deeper issues-involved? I .

4I .

r

DIETERICH: One of the prime issues is the public's right to know
the truth about the people they elect 'to office. People have got to .

-

\,

have free access to information in a democracy, but that isn't enough.
--k-'Iney also havq to be able to a /yze the information they receive.

la
h

A second issue stems fro our need as a capitalistic society to
haye access to information about the products we buy. We have to buy
wisely and intelligently, but wp don't. The ieason we don't is that we

can't. We can't because we don't have the tools,to analyze the language
that is being used on us. Not oN y verbat language, but the other symbol
systems which are involved, such s color'and music.

We.don't know what's happening to us in a commercial. We say we
don't listen to commercials, but in fact we do. And we make purchases'
based on cammeycials--otherwise industry wouldet spend $26 billion a
year making them!

ERIC/ChESS: What are the major analytic toolts aroun-d which a course

on doublespeak might be built?

ILETERICH'There are.several tools, including tl-1 rhetorical, the
general semantics, and the linguistic approaches..

Social studies teachers may-be familiar with the traditional
rhetorical approach. It is Teflected in the.Institute for Propaganda
Analysis framework, which identifies seven techniques used.in propaganda--
"bandwagon," "glittering generalities," and so on.

thigh Rank (a member of the committee) is tryin to update this
approach:by developing a different set of analytic criteria. He has

drawn up a four-partyattern. When people try to persuade others they
tend to4o one or more,of four things: they tend to eXaggerate their

.
own good points, to exaggerate their opponents' bad points, to downplays

\their own bad points, and/or to downplay their opponents' good 'points.
That is the basic framework. From that you get into the complexities.
Some sections of Rank's approach are available from the committee.

The genera semantics approach%is founded on the theory that the
relationship be ween language and reality is Somewhat like the relation:-
ship betwen mip and territory. When people begin mistaking the map for

, 1 3
7 ,
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the territory, they aro in big trouble, All sorts of complexities are
derived from that one 1iii1 imile. S.1. Hayakawa's Lanyuage. ught

_and Action describes this approach, and the International Society to
General Semantics, based in San rrancisco, distributes a number of ot ler
reading materials on it.

-The linguistic, method is an analysis of the way that language woOcs
in society: Julie Stanley, another inember of the committee, has written
aeveral papers on this approach which are available through the committee.
They analyze the way that linguistic construction can be used to hide
meaning.

1

for instance, how do You make an unflattfLrng statement about some-
one without taking the re-sponsibility for. hai4lng made it? Well, you can
say, for Instance, ",This person seems to be 4i9htrnest" And what.does
"seems to be" mean? What it really means is 'it seems to me," but '-'seems

w to be" diffuses the responsibility for the statement. The linguistic
approach examines such aspects of language as syntax'and word choice.

pIC/C)ESS: What are' some learning activities that could be used
by a teache or team of teachers?

DIETERICH: One thing students and teachers coula do is evaluate
advertiaing. They can transcribe television ot radio commercials or take
ads out of magazines and newspapers and then see if they can find any
positive tlaims in them: What is it that makes this product different
from every other?

They will find out, not surprisingly, that usually there isn't
anything that makes one product different from any other. When they do
find a positive claim, they can sit down and test it themselves. Some-
times this will require a laboratory, but ordinarily a high school or
college student would have no difficulty in verifyirit or disproving it
without Oecial equipnknt. .

They could analyze sexist language. Again, they rook at mass media
and see the way that the sexes are referred to. Are they dealt with
identically? Are different vocabularies used? What.are the connotations
of the different words used to describe men aftd women?

In a similar vein, they ctould analyze military language--not begin-'
ning with the assumption that the military is either good or bad but
studying the particular and peculiar nature of military language.. What
i's the subject matter of military language? Does that give us some' . .

indicapion of lahy military language is the way it is? The main thirig.,)

of course, in this area would be euphemiam. Ghat euphemisms are used?
Why are they used? How are they used?

,

. 1

i)

Anot er kind of activity would be study g'the rqle of the Eederal,
Communica ions Commission in regare-tb the mass media. What does it do?
Who is o t -it? Whose interests do its members protect? These'are jtist
a few examples of learning activities. -

y.
f
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Epilogue

The Committee on Public Doublespeak has a regularly published news-
letter, offers a number of publications for Ceachers, and provides a
variety of services, such as Apnducting workshops and sugges.ting speakers.
It is housed au the headquaregrs for the National Council of Teachers ot
English (wherein Is also housed. the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and
Communication Skills). For more information, write to the committee at
11.11 Kenyon Mad, Urbana, 'Illinois 61801.

The following learning strategies can also be used effectively to
help students identify exSmples of pul;lic doublespeak:

Cartoons

Poutical.and editorial cartoons frequently illustrate the, gap
1

between a doublespeak statement ard more accurate,reality: Often this
is done by showing the situgelon graphically from the point of view of
the person or groups.who-are acted upon, wM.le making 'part or all of the
Caption be the doublespeak statement---the statement or the person who is
the actor. For example, a cartoon entitled "Urban Renewal = Negro
Removal" shows large numbers of blacks being carried off inpickul; trucks
to make way for the wrecking crews.

Select several_ editorial cartoons to illustrate thts technique,
then instruct the studearS-to search for more examples ofhoow doublespeak
can be deflated through cartoons. Diicuss what purposes of points of
emphasis can be served by a choice of a particular language style.. Why
would one' person preter to.use doublespeak and -anothei the more graphic
language or representation? Are powerful or powerless people more likely
to use doublespeak? What motives does the cartoonist halve in exposing
the dichotomy between the two different messages? t

Charades 4,
Collect three or four examples of doublespeak and select several

studelts to act them out as charades for the rest of the class to.figure
out. Make sure the students you 'have selected know wh4t the example
really does mean. O'robalRly it will be very difficult ijfor the guessing
"students to figure.out the Actual quotations or statements, and they will
'complain that the.game of charades should not be thatidifficult. After
the chaTades have been performed, debrief the experietIce. Discuss with
the students why.it was so hard to figure out the chatiades'. Was it
because the word% are almost meaningless, or quite widsrly separated from
the actions they really imply?
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3. LOOKING AT . . . ORAL HISTORY
A

(An interview with Willa k. Baum)

Willa K. Baum is head of the Regional Oral History Office at
Bancibft Library, University of California at Berkley.. The Regional.
Oral Hisporg Office is concerned wiAll the collection and preservation of
reminiscerices of persons who have made imPortant contributions'to.the
deve14kirent of the West.. Mrs. Baum was interviewed in 1975 by Bonny.
Cbchian, thel an SSEC.teacher associae on ldave from her teabhing 4

posiVion at,Bethesda-Chevy Chase (Maryland) High Schbol.

1

0.. Introduction

Although .oral history is probably as old as mankindtits use in the
classroom is Palrly recent. If the chtap cassette tape recorder is the
medium, the curient concern with heritage, ethnicity, and seff-identity
is the catalyst. The Jnessage, a richer and mort-representative social
history, will be sed ekte future by a wide variety of_researchers.

The most imme iatb and obvious application of the method is the

precollegiate stud f local histor,. But, as Mrs. Baum points out n

the following inte , st4dents gain'much more than subject-matter
mastery from the use of the technique. Social skills and a concern for
social action are almost inevitable results.

t Interview

ERIC/ChESS: What is oral history?

BAUM: Oral:history is a method of collecting hi'storical information.
I'd like to emphasize the'word method because oral history isn't h
subject field. The method includes planned-in-adVance, tape-recorded'
interviews with'someone who has first-hand knowledge of an event or a way
of life that's of Some historical interest: It is not random conversation
tape rezorded. The interviewer hnd interviewee know that they're going .

to be tape recorded as they tell( about somethiqg for hidtorical preser-
vation, and they.aren't just.chatting.



Peont.e hay() askod, "Arvnt't the Nixon Taiws oral hitoryi" I'd

certainly agree that they are history and that they were tape recorded,
buf the are.not oral history. They were not plannvd; the speakershad
no kn wledge that their conversations were going to 'be preserAred.

/
ERIC/ChESS: Now does oral history fit into local history?

.
- 1

BAUM: I think a lot of people combine the4idea of oral history with
. local history. Local history Ls the subject--what You're studying--and

oral history is the method. -They go together very well-7ideallYIII think,
for,the elementary or secondary school level. Local history can be
broken down into.such subfields as lTchl agricultvral history and women's
history. Oral history is especially'appropriate. to ,that newest sub-.
discipline, family history. /

) .

,ERIC/ChESS: What makes.a gqod 9ral history intervie*?

Id
BAUM: Well, the first requirement is'planning a reasonable project.. 4'

What historically relevant subjects can Tou find out about.from narrators,
dee-persons interviewed? Whgt questions should be asked? 'How shobld
they beaskee

The next requirement is that.you salect,suitable narrators--yergons
Who have a reason to know about the subjeCt of the interview. In other
words, don!t ask somebody who was a. faotory worker about early farm.
practices. .

i* Third, the interviewer should have some knowledge of,''the subject of
the interview--that means prior research--so he or she can keep the
interview going with intelligent questions.

Fuyther requisites are that you have a tape recorder.and know how
to use it,'that you,have permission to use.the information gained from
the interview, And that you have some idea-of what you are going to do

'" With it.
110

The last point is particularly important. If ycku just go out and
interview zillions of people for fun without ariy idea of ever Aoing Any-
thing with the data, you aret-noi doing good oral history. Also,.I think,
students like to do something that is useful, not just

7

ERIC/ChESS: What sorts of things co4d students do with the resufts
'of their intezviewing?

BAUM: Well.the class could put together group or individual reports.
jf they have taken a local-histoiy subject, the chances are'that there
is noother Information on what they've tried to fin& out pnd that their
report will be a valuable addition to the historical information about
their community.

If their-tapes are gdbd--and the teacher needs tb be quite ective--
the tapes can be deposited in che local library or with the local hist rt.-
ical society. It really gives la lift to the whole program if students
and narrators know that the good tapeS will be selected for permanent'
preservation.

17
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Students can alsh dit op an exhibit_ They can gather photograplu;

v . ,

and objects and put LospOet excerias from the- interviews. Tbey can
develop a. media show w th slides and tape excerpts from transcripts. A11,4,

of these thirigs requi e.a'certain amount of technical skill in handling
tapes, photographs,.arid print, but I thil* secondary-school students are
veiy skillful at this. I

EttIC/ChESS: Db You think there are good reasons to include oral
history in the*high school curriculum?

..... .
--, .

BAUM: Yes, there are many good reasons. Much depends on doing it
well,*of course, but Jr think that itas an efective way of turning'

.
sxudents on to ,Elle fUp of learning.' : . .

. P

Oral history
'

has: been Used in both.urban and rural environments. JA
44.both settings, students who certainly ire not interested in history and
possibly not j.nbarested in-readIng apd writing become interesteein
these things-via orel'hOtory-\.You ean catch students wi0 their
nteres in the ,tape r corarr. $In taping their interviews, the students
b gin to'relate themse ves tp the subject,that they are studying, they
b ginsto learn how to. isten tb people, and po oil. '.111 very small steps

and eventuallSr begin to recognize themselves as p t of the ongoing move-k
they'begin to relate themselves back one generati or two'generations

ment of humanity, whIich I think is' part of.the purpose of eduRetion.
, .

0 4

ERIC/ChEtS: ?oJ mentioned a specific skill--listening--that can be
learned tilrough oral history. Are there ,other skills?

,

,

,
.BAUM: Firstqf think.the'methOd of oral history teaches students a

way Of find ng'oht about someth ng .anything---a way of doing research,
let's say. ITo pr are oneself on an interview, you'have to learn some-
thinirabOut the:U e of the library and also ailut looking at pictures,
ndwspapers,an Ch. S:o students learn#ome of the skills of 1ibrary2

.

i
),1

r'
.

type.repearChi,/ P ,

tButthey a sojearn to go and ask peopl fbr information. .0ne o'f
'the things ehat'weitave-found here in our office is that our graduate
studenti are eNCellent at doing librazir reéearch and using manuscriplts;

.11 they will come/iniand use our,transcripts and evergour tapes. But they
.a1'e appalled elp. we suggest that they should just.go out and ask.a
persoh for in ormation we don't,have on our tapes or transcripts.

If high/school.students, can learn.to 4o out and questiI on people to
fin4 out boiht something, that is an important thing to learn, even if

asking about. Not only,can they'learn
ey can develop their skills in asking
social skill that is valuable in what-

.

it 4.4nit hitory that they are
the value f oral questioning,
questions. And questioning is
ewer you re going to do. ,

. ., .
-

.;Anot er reason to include oral hAtory in.the h gh school is that
it sJ3X Ielp students gain an understanding and an ap reciation of the

/

.older generati n. _IL-strikes me;that 'many young people\have never taken

theitim4 to 1,sten to an older person--and vice versa. .syoung people and

Oldev Oople Often find that they don't take-time just to\ sit andt41k.
The or I interview requires them to do that.

I /
./
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j think' that thq older and younger generations can learn to tal to

lkeach other through oral hititory. ll itAident_s go Lo Lhe step beyond
- interviewing and listen to the tapes carefully, or if they go through the 1

painstaking process of transcribing, they will begin to get a feel for
language and understanding of how words are put together and what kiad of/
communication is Afective. ,

Further, they certalnly can learn spe11Ing and punctuation if they
go that transcribing step'. In that regard, I think that oral history can
be used in typing classes. This would be a secondary use, but ,the typing.
classes might be plugged into the oraj. history program to help provide
transiripts of the tapes.

Also, students Oita' develop organizing skills. The interview should
be organized first for.the kinds of questions to.ask. The questions' muse

'4 be put into a reasonable'order--an outline. As alifteachers know, teach-
ing students to outline is very difficult. Yet to prepare, a good oral
history interview is simply to outline. AfterWard, the transcripts
should be,organized for some kind of final report.

N.
ERIC/ChESS: Does oral history yield a different kind of.informatlon

fi-om hiat traditionaltly available to high school students?

BAUM: It doesn't necessarily yield more than the use of diaries, .

letters, and other personal materiars that have been uded in history.
Bn.t..in oral history you begin to get the emotional content in the voice
tones and in the way people describe things'and tell what these tilings

4

meant totthem.

I think that oral'history inti-oduces high school.students to the waS7-
history affects a persOn's life. Also, there are many groups of people ,

_who haven't ever-been documented because they weren't quite in the main-
sti'eam of history. Those group are especially valuable for students to
do,oral history w1t6tbecause the apes the students collett actUally add ,

important new information to the fie d.
.1

Epildgue

GettingiNtarted
A '

One technique for getting students started on an oral history
project, is to play excerpts from Studs Terkel's record "Hard Times"
,(Caedlogen Records). If you also have them read Oanscriptions ofithe
interviews as they 'are listening, they seem tO develop a sensitivity to
oral hiStory quickly. Have them jot.down notes as they read and listen,
and then break the class into 3ix or seven gioups. Have each.group
decide which interviews produc4d the best 4mformation. Then have ,each
group develop three or four questions fhey would ask if they had been
doing the interview. Discuss these with the class as a whole.

Willa Baum 4./
s Guidehpee for Using Oral History

1. Oral histor, like any field werk, requirelt a lot of personal
guidance if it'is go ng to be A laluable educational experience for
students. Tlis gu dance can come_from sdhool volunteers and teaching

.16
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aides as well as from the teacher. Experfenced students can help in-
.

experiQnced oat's, too.

. 2. The gcus of the wark of the class should be on one topic. Much
of the value of the technique comes from students sharing their research'

, and cooperatively evaluating *the information they have obtained.
1

3. It is necessary to prepare carefully before starting the inter-
*

viewing, although the class should not spend so much oime on this that
he stuftents lose interest before.the interviewing begins. One aspect
of pre aration is "boning up" on background information. Both teacher
and' afudents should b.cLng in primary-source materials, such as old news-
papaert, wills, diaries, photo albums, and scrapbooks--things that will
help students develop g,mo e immediate feeling for the past than readAng

..
textbooks will:.

i

4. Another aspect offpreparation isTracticing interviewing tech-
niques and using the equipment. The equipment should bp very simple.
Practice can pe brief. Students might interview each other or members
of their families and then discuss which techniques were stccessful and
which were not.

5. Even though many 'student will be;able to come ip with appro-
kiate narrators on their own, thd teacher should be prepared to help
find narrators. (This means, too, that the tOi chosen should be one

1

-for which suitable narrators are availal;le.)

6. It is important for the teacher to see )1at the appointmenF
7]:
toi

the interview is made through an Official source. Students.shiuld not
be solely-responsible for explaining the projeci and should not have to
risk !4ing turned down just because they are adolescents. A printed

7l,anation of the-project on school stationery is helpful.

7. Students,should go out in teams of twb or three. One of the
team\members might be more experienced, perhaps.a student from the

.

previT4s year's courde. The -°eacher probably shouldn't go along with
secondary students--theyshould be allowed tb sink or swim pp their own.
With elementary students,,it's a different mattet, though.

\tudents should be required'to do two.sepatlate inte7iews s
thty can profit in the second from what they learned in the first. O1h
first one should be "debriefed" before they go out to do,the second.

9. Each student should summari2e hig or her own findings frd*the
4

.experience: what he or she learned personally from the experience, what
helor she found out about the subject matter, how the findings fit into
the broltder pewpective of the topic that the class as a whole has been k
working on.

10. The tapes should be evaluated when they are completed, not
,simply filed or put away. There should.always be some sort of planned
finale--a little public tion Of eXcerpts, an exhibit or multimedia
presentation .for the l cal historical society, a party with the narrators
as.guesis.

KeePing Track

You'll want to develop some sort of cataloging system for keeping
track of the interview fapes. The form on the next page is the one used
by the Bancroft Library at the. University of California.

I



MODEL CATALOCUF FORM*

/General 'topic of nterview

Date

Ilersonal data: 9

lace Length

Narrator Interviewer

Name Name. a

4ddresg

Name, address of vlative, friend

1

birthplace
k

Birthdate

4.

Occupation(s) ,N

,

$
s

4 7
.--

.

.

. \ Subjects covered,rin approximate
oupler (please-8011 out names of

Interview"Data: . perebns and'plaCes menfioned):.
g

.

.Side 1

, 1 ?

Address

Relationship to narr4tor (co-worker,
neighbor, etc.) ,

4Length of atquaintance

What was the oCcasion of(the inter-
view?

Side 2
4

Estimated.time on tape:
4

Use back of sheet if needed.

*reprinted ty permission
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. The Oral Approach.to Toachint U.S. History

Oral history.can be used'appropriately in a traditional American-'
history.course offering. .Prohibftion, the Great Depression, the home,
front during World War II, add the peace movement are popular topics.
Differences in the experiences of persons who lived in'different areas
of the country at 1ie time, their social and economic statu$es,-their
ethatc backgroutids--alf ofthese provide excellent data for stupients to
analyze before drawing conclusions about hoW one-ought to accept the
standard.textbook coverage of an event. Same more recent event also
led themselves to this techniq4e. Students Might:

--Collect interviews with veterans of the VieVham War. Develop a
retriellal chart which will show differences Pk experience4ength of
serviCe, attitudosstoward the conflict, acceptance of the treaty terma. IL

Caution students about drawing conialtusions from insufficieqt 'data, idut
all.ow them ,W*11,04itti7i5e'&atid.chat4s-for trends. Thd Korean con-

, flicX might be studied inithe same manner.
.

- -Develop a perspective on the energy crisis, po llution, or popu-..

lation growth. ,'Interview older tembets of the c9mmunity concerning their
viVt.is now and their recollections'as to the importance of these national
problems in"the past.

./

-AnAly4le the impact of Watergate on the local political scene.
Interview many members of different groups to see howtheir perceptiona
of that chain Of events correlate with what thqy read or heard from the
nitiorial news media. Have student's compare this with the textbook
presentation..'

Summary ?resentatiOns A

Simply sitting and listening to tapes can be dull. Suggest to
students that they liven up the presentation of their tapes with a
multimedia,approach.- Here are some examples:.

- -Choose one topic of local concern, i.e., mine, safety, and develop
an edited4ape on which several men describe the variods equipment which
has been developed ,during the mine's existence. .Exhibit the equipment
that is being described. This many have eo be done through photographs.

--Synchronize sl1deS1made frop old Ph7sZebeaphs with comments made
by eyewi4nesses to some important local event-.-the dgy the.courthouse
burned down,, for example.

0.;

. --Edit a tape of several people describing how an artifact was made.
Examples include soap, quilts, horseshoes, water witch rods. Pass
samples of the items around the classroom as the.tape is being played. /

--Builescale Models of some monument in the local area. Have "old
timers" describe why it was built, how it was funded, and what kinds of
controversies arose concerning it. (There are always controversies and
these add spice.)

- -Makp a movie of the history of the schobl. Have the oldest living
graduates do the narration. Be sure that they are interviewed before the
script is written, so that their reminiscences become the focal point.



Resources for UsinK Oral History
.

Archive Approch to Oral History, An, by David Lance (078). Ihaperial

War Museum, Lambeth Road, London SE 611Z, England ($4.50).. 4

Biblidography on Oral History; rev. ed., compi1e50 by Manfred Waserman
(1975)% Oral History Association, P.O. Box 13724, Denton, Texas
76203 ($3.00).

Guide toaeural History Research, A, ddited by W.J. Langlois (1976);
Pro4Incial Archives of British Columbla, Victoria, B.C., Canaaa
V8V 1X4 ($1.00).

c

,Manual for Fildworkers, A, by Edward D. Ives (1974). Northeast Folklore
Society, University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04473 ($3.00).

Ora/ History for the Local Historical Society, by.:Wrilla K. Baum (194).
American Association fot State and Loeal History, 1490 Eighth Ave.-
So., Nashville, Tennesseie 37203 ($3.50).

Oral Astory:-From Tape to Type, by Cullom Davis, Kathryn Back, and Kay
Maclean (1977). American Library 4asociation, 50 E. Huron St.,
Chicago, Illinois 60611 ($8.-95).

Oral History Primer, An,.by Gary L. Shumway and William G. Hartley (1473). ,

Primer Publications, P.O. Box 11894, Salt Lake City, Utah 84147
($1.95).

Tape-Recording Local History, rev. ed., by William G. Tyrrell.(1973).
Technical Leaflet #35. American Association for State and-Local
History, 1400 Eighth Ave. So., Nashville, Tennessee 37203 ($0.50).

Transcribing and Editing Oral History, by Willa K. Baum (1977). American
Association for State and Local History, 1400 Eighth Ave. Sof,
Nashville, Tennessee 37203 ($6.95).
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4. LOOKING AT . . READING IN THE SOCIAL STUDIEwS

--(An interview with John P. Lunstrumr)

w f

John Lunstrum is a professor of education 401Florida State Uni-
versity., As staff-Clinician ibr-the FSU Reading Clinic, he teaches
graduate courses in the diagnosis and remediation of reading difiiCulties
-ind supervises the_work.of clinician interns. Dr. Lunstrum is now in the
proces 'of developing and testing a moderfor integrating basic reading ,

and la guagicskills into social studies content. He was interviewed in
1976 b ncy Dille of thellERIC/ChESS S'taff.

Introduction

Within the last decade, there has been increased emphasis and
interest in teaching reading in the context of various content areas.
Dr. John P. Lunstrum is especially interestedlin teaching reading skills
in the social studies. His preliminary analysis of research in that
area appeared in the January 1976 issue of Social Education, and he is
coauthor (with Bob Taylor) of Teaching Reading in tpe Social Studies,
published jointly by SSEC, ERIC/ChESS, and the International Reading
Association. His comments should be-of interest to all teachers Who
want to improve their: students' reading skills while dealing with social
'studies content.

Interview ,

ERIC/ChESS1 What should be the basic direction or orientation of
reading'instruction in the social studies?

N4,

LUNSTRUM: In general, I favor a content-centered or functional
approach. By that I mean that the K-12 social studies teacher would
introduce and develop reading strategies and skills while teaching a
given course. This way the teacher can assoss the reading performance
of students with reference to the materials being used and can design
appropriate strategies for facilitating content comprehension without a /

major reorientation of the regular classroom procedure.

0
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FRIC/ChESS: Then, do you feel that it is not only the responsibility
ot elemenLary Leachers Lo Leach,reading skills, but_ LhaL oi secondary
social studies teachers as well?

LUNSTRUM: 5econdary,social studies-teachers simply cannot escape
this responsibility. Con'tent_skills and expectations of the social
studies make it necessary for pupils to process print media efficiently,
read and comprehehd basie issues, and grasp new concepts.

ERIC/ChESS: Should every social studies teacher teach reading, or
only those teacher with students whose reading level is below average?

,LUNSTRUM: Ev ry teacher, in my judgment, should be teaching reading
skills when'dealing with content. Unfortunately, manx competent students
develop inefficient reading habits in the absence of reading instruction
and thus never realize their potential. Whenlconcentrating on disabled
readers, we often fail to challenge capable students to read critically
and creatively.

ERIC/ChESS: Can reading be taught with existing classroom resources,
or doe6 a teacher need special materials?

LUNSTRUM: That depends on what reading skills the tqacher wishes,
to develop. The materials currently being used in a claskoom can be
appropriate for emphasizing certain skills: using context aids in word
recognition, using structural analysis for vocabulary development, etc.
But if the materials are too difficult for mdst students, the teacher
muat restructure the materials or introduce other materials and strategies
more suitable to the students' interests and reading.abilities.

ERIC/ChESS: How can a teacher with a heterogeneous class use/adapt
materials that are too sophisticated for some students? Or should
different materials for each reading level of the students be used?

LUNSTRUM: 'There is no simple, tested sqlution to this common
problem; however, nine approaches have been used suceessfully. One is-a
flexible grouping arrangement-in the classroom on the basis of student
achievement or interest. Assignments or tasks are differentiated accord-
ing to particular reading skill levels that are required.

For example, the teacher can prepare reading-study guides on certain
topics, Asing Harold Herber's model of three levels of comprehension:
literal, interpretive, and applied (see Herber, Teaching Reading in Con-.
tegt Areas, 2nd ed.; Frenti5e-Ha11, 1978). Students with minimal reading
skills are encouraged t6-first complete those tasks requiring literal
comprehension or recall of basic information. Then they move to the
interpretive level as their reading skills improve, and draw inferences
from the material.

Another approach is to allow for individualization with self-pacing
units or "contracts."' Learning-centeri can be set tip to create student
interest in certain, activities that relate to Sopict studied.in the
materials. Students would clarify concepts introduced in a text through
media tools like slides and cassettes. Graphic.overviews of topics are
ftesented, and difficult vocabulary is identifiel, explained, and used"
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in similar context. Also, basic study and locational skills are raught--
how to use Lhe, 1ex1 2 maps, Olotos, time ll.nes,.and library. Media are
used extensively td clarify ideas and stimulate Student interest.

a

ERIC/ChESS: How can a teacher judge the reading level of materials?

LUNSTRUM: A teacher can make an informal but fairly reliable
assessment in' several ways. A group-reading.inventory could be designed
and administered. Students would silently read selected passages ond
fhen discuss literal and interpretative questions about them. .Another
way As.to allow some pupils to read aloud selected passages and then have
the class respond to questions about the reildings.

IIIC/ChESS: .Arit readability formulas useful?

LUNSTRUM: Someaformulas arefairlyeasy to apply aid adequately
inigcate the reading-difficulty level. These are probably better
predictors of reading levels of materials than teacher judgments.

ERIC/ChESS: What problems are involved when using a readability
formula?

fr

LUNSTRUM: They do not reflect concept load or density, nor do they
provide sufficient instruction for rewriting materials in oraer to
facilitate studeftt comprehension. I recommend using a systematic
deleilton process called "cloze" or its modification, called "maze."
Cloze is more sensitive to concept load, and its use in assessing
student ability to comprehend materials is fairly established in research
literature.

ERIC/ChESS: How can a social studies teacher find-out whether to
use a fprmula?

LUNSTRUM: Some International Reading Asdociatiqn (IRA) publications
contain articles that address the needs of content teachers, particularly
the Journal of Reading for the secondary grade levels and the Reading
Teacher for the elementary levels. Some useful papers from IRA confer-
ences are located in ERIC. In addition, some professional social studies
joutnals--especially social Educationhave included articles about teach-
ing reading.

ERIC/ChESS: There seems to be concern that some social studies
materials are-too sophisticated for use'by students of the intended grade
levels. What should teachers look for with'respect to the reading level
of such materials?

LUNSTRUM:''While a textbook's reading level,.or levels within it,
can predict a measure of difficulty, I suggest looking particulaily at
its conceptual structure and instructional strategiesd Student compre-
hension is facilitated by clear explanations of significant, relevant
concepts presented in a'structured, systemitic manner.



ERIC/ChESS: Is a special classroom clithate needed for maintaining
student interest whilqea.rhing reading?

LUNStRUM: Yes. I believe a climate which supports 'reading in
social studies classrooms can be establlshed by incorporating certain
elements into tekkiting.

ERIC/ChESS: What elements do you suggest for establishing that
. climate?

4

LUNSTRUM: Some of the following are helpful: (1) select content
materials in which c ncepis are adequately clarified; (2) (Ise inquiry
about controversial ues'to Show relevance of reading tasks; (3) use
discovery.and gametac cs to clarify concepts and generate reasoning
processes; (4) provide students the opportunity to clarify thqr values
and develop interpersonal skills; and (5) introduce content that has an
intrinsic interest or appeal to the students. For example, the instructor
could use music which reflects social and historical concerns,-audio- -

or videotapes of controversial radio and TV broadcasts, newspaper inter-
pretations.of national and local news, or folktales that reflect societal
values and norms.. 0

ERIC/ChESS: Should a Social studies teacher use student materials
that deal wife propaganda and prejudice?

FNSTRUM: I think it is difficult and unwise to avtid such materials.
In a'pluralistic, democratic society propaganda and prejudice are inevi-
table in some form, particularly in.tfie mass media. It follows, I
believe, that we should help students develop criteria for evaluating
what they hear, see, and read. This involves sensitizing students to
their own values and attitudes which affect their perceptions of words
and events.

a

Epilogue

Readakility formulas first started appearing as early as the 1920s
and gained in popularity A thy/late '40s and '50.0. Reading specialists
at first considered the-new foinulas to be a solution for all reading
prdblems. Although %that vlew has since been tempered, readability
formulas are still widely di cussed and used.

Essentially, readabAT4y formulas attempt tO measure the reading
ease of material by evaluating elements of language--most often, vocab-
ulary difficulty, sentence complexity, and interest value of words. In

using most formues, an evaluator firstscores 'the individual language
factors atIcording to specified-directions and then puts the separate
scores into some sort of mathematical formula which yields a reading
gr#de level. .The end product of a readability formulas is usually a
grade-level Score.

04 About 30 formulas are in existence, and there are many variations
of each. The fqllowing three formulas are used most often and are
probably most familiar to educators:
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Dale-IChall. Formula. Edgar Dale And Ieanne Chall first pregented
_ ..... ..

their,. formula in 1948. Since that time ft hat become a populai and
widely used formula. The formula itself is very thorough and extensive,
yielding }fairly accurate grade level. However, it is more complicated
and time onsuming than most other formulas.

;
The Dale-Chall formula \makes use of a 3,000-word list which measures

vocabulary load. Using the material which 'is to be evaluated, the in-
vestigator counts the number of words in sentences, counts the number of
words not on the 3,000-word list, and fits those figures into the formula
from which a specific grade level is produced.

Fry Readability Graph. Edward Fry proposed his readability graph in
1965. It is now extensdvely used by classroom teachers. Classoom in-
structors find it a useful tool because it takes less time to use and is
less complex. It involves selecting three 100-word passages from various
parts of the material, counting the number of sentences in each passage,
and counting the number of syllables in each passage. The average number
of words per sentence and average number of syllables are computed and
then plotted on Fry's graph which determines the grade levels of the
passages."

Cloze Procedure. In 1953 Wilson Taylor developed the cloze procedure.
This procedure has increased in popularity in the past few years. Using

this metlie4, the evaluator takes the material in question and deletes
every fifth word. The student is then asked to complete the passage by
determining the,exact word which was deleted and replacing it. Minor
misspellings are considered as correct answers. The percentage of items
correctly "clozed" by the students is compared with a criterion scale
to determine if the material is of an appropriate,level for the students.
Only functional reading levels are determined, not ade levels.

1:This procedure is used to measure 6concept or i a density. Because

of this, it is generallylrecommended that the cloze procedure rather
than a formula be used with social studies materials. Normally, cloze
is used for secondary materials and its modified version, "maze," is used
for elementary materials.
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5. LOOKING AT . . . "BACK TO BASICS"

(Interviews with George Weber, Richard Suchman, and Howard Mehlinger)

In 1976 ERIC/ChESS staff members Don English and James E. Davis
conducted the interviews that follow with George Weber, then associate
director of the Council for Basic Education; Richard Suchman, then senior
staff scientist at the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO); \\

and Howard Mehlinger, director of the Social Studies Development Center
at Indiana University.

Introduction

In 1976 the question of whether education should revert "back,to the
basics" was a very hot issue. Educators were feeling a lot of pressure--
both fr9m parents and taxpayers and from within their own profession--to*

abandon what such critics saw as gfrills" and focus instead on traditional
subject aFeas, primirily reading, writing, and arithmetic. Some of the
reasons cited for going "back Ob the basics" were educational in nature:
declining scores on standarpized tbsts, the need to cut school budgets,
the inability of students to read and write effectively. Other reasons,
perhaps not exiolicitly stated nor even recognized, probabbi reflected
social, hociolpgical, and political concerns and motivationh. .Compoundkr1
the_copfusiodwas, and is, the difficulty of detining the "basics."

In an attempt to find out what "back to basJcs" issues meant for
social studies educators, We interviewed three:p ominent educators with
interest and expertise in the subject.

Interviews

A George Weber

ERIC/ChESS: kihat is the "bac basics", movement?

WEBER: The "back to basics" ir1vément is a general movement toward
what the public sees as getting bacIto some of the more fundamental
.aspects of education. It Ovolves a reexamination of what the schools
have,been doing.
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I think many people see it am getting rid of some Olings Ihat they
don't think are important, and tightening up trom pro?Wural point oi
view. They have the notion that it's not simply a matter o.f three Rs.
On the iontent side, it involves a reemphasis on fundamental skills and
knowledlt, and ailso an emphasis on determining whether children and.Toung
people are actually achieving something. We're now in a position with'
the national assessment and other assessment devices to actually know how
much the students are learning, and some of the information coming out of
these assessments disturbs the public--I think justifiably.

VIC/Ch9h Why is it growing in popularity?

WEBER: I think part of it is a social reexamination we're having in
many fields in the, wake of Vietnam and the Watergate experience. I think
we're having this kind 0 reexamination not only in education, but Also
in fields such as politics, governient, foreign affairs, higher education,
and the whole ethical structure.of our society. But I think there are
some specific reasons in connection with schools.

One is the rising costs in sChools. As the public puts more money
in education, and it has in recent years even after adjustments for
inflation, there's a natural tendency to be more interested in what this
money is buying.

Another reason., I think, is the information the public has been
getting from the outcomes of schools in the dust five or ten years with
national and state assessments. It has been unpleasant, to a great
extent. I think greater.flow of information,haa been one of the causes.

Another cause has been deteriorating discipline in many schools.
Rightly dr wrongly, much of the public associates a rise in school mis-
behavior and violencg with poor academic achievement and less)structured
programs. -

A final cause is disillusionment with many of the recenCeducational
innovations. We've been through a period of 10 or 15 years in which the
schools have tried out a number of new4things, from open-space schools
that look like Grand Central Station (which are now being closed up right
and left) to "new math" (and computational skills at the elementary level
have suffered Considerably). When ybu conclude that.a number of these
innovations notonly didn't deliver what they promised but maybe even
left us worse off than we were before, there is a natural tendency.for
the public to say, "Well, look, we've been conned."

ERIC/ChESS: What is the current role of the Council for Basic Edu-
cation in the movement, and what are some of your activities?

-

WEBER: The purpose of our organization is to do what we can An our
small way to try to improve elementary and,secondary education-along the
philosophy knowg as basic education, a term which our founders invented.

' It just happens that basic education has a semantic linkage with
the "back to baSics" movement. The role of our organization ta.the
current movement id the role we take with respect to all developments
in elementary and secondary education: we comment on it and disseminate

4.
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information about it. We're one of the sources of Information about the
"hack to hasics" movement bccalvw we hnve follow(d It linfte cntetnllv;

and think that on the whole At's probably a good thing, although we
certainly don't agree with some of its manifestations. The'Council is
a national, independent membership organization with members in all 50
states. We publish bulletins' and occasional papers. We sponsor books,

answer inquiries, and do a certain amount of public spealthing. We also

do a limited amount of work directly with school systems.

ERIC/ChESS: /1441at does the "back to basics" movement mean for the
current social studies curriculum?

WEBER: First, I would like to say that "back to basics" did not
start in the social studies field. What this means is that the Impli-
cations of the "back to basics" movement for the current social studies
curricula will be found in the nature of by-products, rather than direct
results. The "back tb basics" movement has concentrated on language and
*mathematicalbasic skills. Things like discipline and Nnfortunately,
we think) some ideas about patriotism, religion, and dress codes are also 4
part of the movement.

The "back to basics" people are asking "What do we teally want
children and young people to learn in the social Studies field?" The

answer is going to be basic facts, knowledge, understandings, and, for
older students, economics. In recent years we have had so much emphasis
on opinion, broad concept development, and allegedly practical appli-
cation courses. -We have courses on all kinds of things under the general
umbrella of social studies. But, are they really learning these things?

ERIC/ChESS: What do you see wrong with the way social studies is
currently taught in elementary and secondary schools? Row does the

"back to basics" approach rectify,this situation?

'WEBER: One of the things that is wrong, from our point of view, in
the way.social studies is currently taught in elementary schools 'is-the
amalgamation and the vagueness of programs. Social studies in the
elementary schools is not in very good shaRe, in our opinion, because of
lack of emphasis on content knowlddge. You can irery easily get involved
in attempts ti5 teach concepts and processes and wind up having high
sahoolers who don't know what war)tO associate with Woodrow Wilson.

The problem in secondary schools is characteristic of many fields,
not just spcial studies: the most able students are getting very good
programs in many of our high schools; howdver, the average and below-
average students are being greatly,short-changed by watered-down courses.
In high school, below-average social studies,students Msgetting low-
quality content taught to a lackadaisfcal standard. The idea is to keep

them quiet and.entertained with- tremendous amount of audiovisual
materials. There are also too many electives.

I think othe,"back to basics" approach will tend to rectify thiis
situation if it results in a reexamination of what the public wants the
schooleto iccompliih in this field and an examination of whether they .

are actually accomplishing it. Some of the "back.to basics" advocates
'and activists are 'clufte inteTested in conservative political beliefs
and patriotism, which mayhOe considerable impact on social studies.

29
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ERIC/ChESS: Is citizenship development one of the overall goals of
the "hack to basics" movement? If It (.s, how and why doe,1 the "bAck to
basiOs" social studies program develop the necessary skills and knowledge
to rdach this objective?'

WEBZR: Fundamentally, the educational philosophy that the Council
,advocates is that education As for the Intellectual development of the
'individual, not for the purposes of the,state. You find a great many
social stddi9t people who argue that the purpose of social studies edu-
cation i$ to/develop citizens who wlll vote and participate in government.
The question is, who says so? That's using individuals as creatures of
tIle state; whereas we think that well-educated people will be better
cltizens because it's their education that makes them better citizens.
If you start out by saYing, "Let's make these people good citizens," -

then yothave a program not of education but of,indoctrination. A free V i

soiety doesn't ask if education Can build a new social order. We are
\for a solAnd education, which we regard in terms of individual development, ,

not social purpose;
%

\ One of the problems in social science and social studies education
is4hat. social studies educators themselves can't decide what it is that
th e). want to create in the way of a good citizen.

.
,

, IC/OhESS: In general, how does the "back to basics" social studies
program eal with value issues and dilemmas in the social studies?

WEBERA.. I 1.1ink many of the people interested in "back to basics"
Are interes d more in indoctrination, and this is where we would dis-
agrre withit m.: However, we do agree with their interest in a more
evelk-handeda urite portrayal of American history and society.. I think
many of o sc ol4 do all right here, but there are individual cases of
materials teac ers, and schools that are overemphasiztpg tkhe negative.

I think pa= of the "back to basics" movement is to quit telling
our kids that Alitrica ib an evil country. I would not say that this is
typical, but youAcertainly can find a great deal of unfairly negative

, ethet it's the econonO.c system or the political-system,
material in stlidies materials today. You have treatments of
whole subjects
with all of their faults'outlined in living color. There.is nary a

\

mention of the str'ngths of our coufttry-or reasonable compdrisons of
our system, with'a l'IL its advantages and disadvantages, with other systems
in the world.

, ,.

\\\

,
ERIC/ChESS: Is there any research Which indicates that "back to

basies" school prog4ns have increased student scores on 'the national
standardized asseSsment tests?

4
Y ii .

WEBER: Ye4. The research that has come in so far shows that .

student'achiey00ent, on the basis of the standardized.achievement tests,
has improved Substantial at the elementary level in the fields of
reading, linjuage arts, a d mathematcs. This ib true in Pasadena,
Jefferson County, and Charlotte-Mecklenburg. In Charlotte-Mecklenburg
the fundamental elementary school students did considerably befter than
the open-classroom students.
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ERIC/ChESS: What do you see as the future for this movement?

WEBER: I think there is'quite a good future for the "ba to
basics" movement as a whole, broadly defined. I think that a ew
factor that will keep this tendency going longer than just ano her swing
of the pendulum is'that we're getting more&information about the outcomes
of education today than we ever did before. As loth; as that Information
makes the public unhappy, I think pere will be a continued emphasis on
fundamental aspects of education.

As for alternative "back to basics" schools, I think there is a
very limited futtire for that movement for a large number of reasons.
Fundamental schools are technically difficult.to set up and sustain.
There are also a number of legal questions that have not been.ironed out.
I think thera.,are very few school districts that will get alternative
"back to basics" schools.

Richard Suchman
1

ERIC/ChESS: What is your definition of "back to basics"?

SUCHMAN: I have heard of the expression, and I regard it as
another slogan. Slogan§ tend to persuade people to a particular way of
thinkingNoThey app6al to emotion rather than reason, to action without
reflectiodr.

"Back to basics" says three things: First, it says, "Let's go back
to the old things that we grew up with that made us comfortable." I was
at the University of Illinois when Arthur Bestor started the Council on
Basic Education. I recall that enthusiasts for the option felt that the
old days were better. This is not unlike the feelings of conservatives
in areascbther than education who say that the old things are better.
It is understandable. Problems are pretty complicated today. Perhaps
life is a little threatening to some people, and they long for the days
when it seemed less threatening&

Second, the\"back to basics" prbponents are skring that the t ings
they learned in school--the three Rs--are things you can sink yor eth,

into, that we are getting away from this importan subject matter i
school today. Reading, writing, adding, and subtr ting was the basic
content when they were young, Ind nobody questioned it. Why should that
be questioned now? A great many young people today don't read or:write
very well. This adds ammunition to "back to basiics" where subject matter
is concerned.

Third, "back to basics" is seen as a return to older educational -

methods: teacher control over the learner, hard work and obedience, and
dedication.tc "success" as defined by the teachers. The "back to basics"
advocates 'seem to be saying that the way to go ahead is to go backward!
Impossible! We are"evolving forward and will continue to do so, like it
or not.

I would propo.se a different goal--getting through to basics,
eschewing slogans and asking ourselvas where we wouloKike to be headink.
In this way we can deal with the fears people have about education today.

N



ERIC/ChESS: What do you mean by fears?

SUCHMAN: Conservatives fear change. They try to,lkeep the world as
it is, to hold back change. They har that things Witl'go roaring past
and leave them behind. There is' also a fear of havinkrto 'change one's

(,

self. If things around you are changing at a very rapid ripte, then you
feel obillgat.ed to get with it.

\...___
.
"Back to basics" says, "The old things were valid in the past; keep

them valid so we don't have disruption." "Back to basics" equates change
with chaos. Possibly this is because.change produces a chaotic feeling .

/ in those who Are not changingthose who are not growing themselves.

I'm not suggesting that all change is good for change's sake. But
there muat be an alternative to the notion of a blind return to the past.

-Are th-ey running to something or away froM something? I think it is more
the latter--fear of change. /

%

ERIC/ChESS: Do you have any examples?

/ 1

SUCHMAN: I think there is fear of the beast in man. Maybe that is
too strong a statement. Perhaps I stpuld say fear qf permitting people
to have options, to make choices, to be freer than they have been. There
is an underlying fear that i you are permissive (the term has recently
taken on a pejorative tone), y are opening the door to undisciplined
behavior. That is, you are bring g up people to disrespect the lays and
authority. This is an extreme overreaction.

Admittedly, the open-education movement ran pell-mell into a
destructuring process that the kids and the teachers were completely
Unable to handle. They were over their heads before they knew it. There'
is no question that structure is a necessary element in all societal
efforts, certainly in the process of education. To suddenly remove all

_

structure is insane. But to turn around and say that the only alterna- )
tive is a highly structured, highly controlled kind of learning experi-
ence is just as ridiculous. _.

. Another kind of fear is that Of a breakdown in the quality of edu-
cation. It is a fear that kids will not learn to do the things that they,

used to be able to do. I think it boils down to something as simple as

.
this--kids used to be able to rea4 better and faster and more OW they

k

do now. We want to return to a state of af

k
airs where kids areletter

and more prolific readers.

I see fear of another kfnd. This is the fear of a possible economic
breakdown. If-yOu don't prepare kids for jobs, particularly for the jobs
that are currently needed, then it is going to hurt thefeconomy. Every-1

body is going to suffer if the kids are not trained to read, or add, or
.spell.

\.Possibly a consiguence 21E.the fear of economic kreak wn is a f
of social breakdown--a SreakdOWn of what is ,e0 often refer ed to as th
rprotestant ethic." It.is a breakdown of the notion that/hard work
brings succes§ and happiness in the long run. There is fear that the .

Anierican people will 140 their rugged individualismthat this hardy
breed will(not go out and conquer new worlds and inv@ht new inventiohs,
In faCt, I noted in the newspaper just the other day that the United

J.
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Staves used to load the world in inventions and in inventors, and WP no
longet do. suppose the "hack co bl.;ic,;" iwoplo conk! !;,ly We ATc
soft on kids in school, that we are te,aching them soctal (soft) skills
and not enough of-the hard skills that will pay off tn terms of indus-
trial productivity and scfentific research.

ERIC/ChESS: How would you deal 1.1.ith these fiirs?

SUCHMAN: All of these things I have mentioned--the fear of 'change,
of permissiveness, of quality breakdown in education, of economic break-
down, of sOcial breakdown-l-are to some extent justifiable. Yet, I think
the way ithe "back to basicR" people try or would like to deal with them
is through a process of shaping people to fit a pattern. Education, as
they see it, ought to be a shaping process. Education is training kids
to perform skills. They operate from the premise that kids'need the
tools by which they can forge ahead and behave like really good American
citizens. I would like to offer an alternative view of basics.

So far, the things I have mentioned are performance outcomes, ways
of teaching, content, or philosophies of education. I see these as over-
lays. They are concepts of how we go about educating kids. In the
attempt to shape the educational process and to develop the goals of
education, people in the "back to basics" movement are actually taking
the educational process they believe in and making it into a goal.
Instead of identifying goals and adjusting means to achieve them, they
make goals out of means and sanctify them as time honored.

An alternative view is to,start with what is basic about man. If

we are going to have an education that is rooted in basics, then it
must be rooted in the nature of man. We can look at basic education as
that which supports the natural human learning proeesses, builds upon \

them, and gives them added strength. Teachers) who can make education
basic in the above sense must know thedselves, know'the nature of learn--

ing, know their individual students, and know the subject matter they
are teaching and be able to help children build their own knowledge.

My approach to teaching is to begin by learning the nature of my,
sttdents. I study each learner without a thought about teachings with-

, out having any objectives to begin with, without feeling compelled to
push him anywhere or steer him in any direction. I need to know hOw he'
learns whOn nobody is teaching. This is basic. It influences everything
he does and helps me determine that, if anything, I can do to help him
learn.

"SP

,

I regard i glary as one of the most, if not the mast, basit learning

?
processes. Fro the outset, basic education must take into account the
inquiririg natur of man. If inquiry is the 4,sic process, it's already
tn man and we don't have to put it there. '

ERIOChESS: What is the role of.a school? )

SUCHMAN: It seems to me that the basic educational process is,to
support tinquiry. We have to identify conditions thatihre necessary fo
inqtry ko, take place. We must provide support for ihose conditions.

'.0ne of the conditions of inquiry is access to varied experiences
th'at perbit the child to mes around, exPlore, and encounter his_

k
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environment. This lets him learn about himself and other people, as well
AS hi!: envyonment.

Second, the child has to be free to convert experien-ce into meaning,
to formulate ideas,,to engage in the process of building knowledge,
formulations, and theories. In other words, the child needs to extract
meanings ofjlis own from his encounterswith the world..

All.of this is far more basic than ellen reading. It is learning to
use inborn intellectual tool\

.*

ERIC/ChESS: Where does the teacher -Cbme rnto this process?

SUCHMAN: First, the teacher protects the child so that the natural
learning/thinking process can function. Second, the'teacher intervenes
to help siva-open the tools. Concepts are tools. Language is a tool.
Ideas are tools. The teacher can do a great many things to see that the
child has a variety of tools as he inquires that will enrich aAd strengthen
the process of plquiry. I see this as very basicprotecting on one
hand and supporting the basic learning process of inquiry on the other.

4--

As the child sets out on journeys of inquiry, much of what he does
is visible. As he ghthers data, formulates ideas, tests them, produces
products, and solves problems, the teacher is there to see what's going
on. If the child runs into difficulties,.the teacher can intercede to
help him or let him struggle with them for awhile.

A teac her has many options. His role is clinical--that of a
facilitator. He respects the basic nature of his students and does what
he can to help them identify goals and find a way to achiev them.

ERIC/ChESS: How is this sort of thing going to satisfy the "back
to basics" people?

SUCHMAN: I think we have to show them that the things they fear
the most do not have to happen, but I don't think we can convince them
with rhetoric. 'They have to see for themselves that what is weak in
today's education cannot be made.strong by a simplistic, anachronistic
curriculum. ..

The strength of any educational system is the degree to which it is
responsive to the nature and needs of its consumers. There are schOols
yhere inquiry is predominant. Motivation and achievement are high. The
fears of the "back to.basics" people.have not been substantiated. .

( Perhaps the schools that are in trouble have not fully thought
through the nature of the learning_process, or have not been able to
support inquiry. Perhaps they have not provided sufficient structure;
p9,-.4 eedom has become tyrAnnical. .We need to show the skeptics a school
envir nment where there ii a healthy balance between strUcture and

,

frebdbm, where, within reasonable limits, students can try out their
own learning strategies as they pursue goals set jointly by the student
and the teacher. Teachers who experience learning through an inquiry

.
process have an appreciation of th4 process and are better equipped to
support thig' basic mode of learning in their students.

.
,
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Howard Mehlinger

ERIC/ChESS: How do you define the "back to basics" movement?

MEHLINGER: Defining the "back to basics" movement is difficult. T

think it means different things to different people. To some people it
means a return to the main-line subject, like American history and Ameri-
can governsent. To others it means a return to traditional methods of
instructioN. There seems to be a feeling that the inquiry approach or
the use of games and role .playing have not produced.adequate results in
student performance. As a result, some teachers are responding to recent
criticism by teachihwispecific fActs and using more traditional kinds of'
textbooks.

In some cases "back to basics" has very little to do with.the
instructional style or the content of subjects. It may have to do with
thelevel of discipline that taxpayers and tvachers would like to see in
schools. Some educators fear that there is a decline in student expec-
tations and performance--the amount of homework and the amount of writing
they should be doing and the number of exams students should take.
Parents and teachers advocatifig "back to basics" may want students to go
to a more traditional kind of school because they want students to work
harder.

ERIC/ChESS: Why do you think the "back to basics" movement is
growing so rapidly in popularity?

MEHLIgGER: It seems to be stimulated by at least two things. The
re orted decline in SAT scores and tests may be part of the reason.
Second, the economic situation has had some impact. Schools have less
money to spend and simply are spending less on curriculuM materials.
There i's much more interest in bUyiftg a textbook and having everything
in that textbook. Supplementary materials, such as games' and films, are
being cut out of school budgets.

ERIC/ChESS: How'Would you characterize the "new social studies" and
the "back to basics" movements in their approach to teaching?

11

MEHLINGER: The "new social studies" tends to be highly student
directed. "Back to basics" tends, to be highly teacher directed. There
are a lot of traps in this kind of distinction because not all they'new
social studies" materials are student directed. Some of the materials
are very much teacher directed, with teachers studying the objectives
for the units and directing.the students toward the specified behavioral
outcaies. The difference seems to be that the approach of the teacher ,

is.not "read-recite." The "back'to basics" idea probably has been over-
whelmingly teacher directed. The teacher has the agenda which directs
what the students are to learn. ,

ERIC/ChESS: Could you assess the overall strengths and weaknesses
of the two approaches?

MEHLINGER: One of the things that the "back to basics" people do
which is healthy for the field is statirw that some knowledge is morp
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worthwhile than other knowledge. The "new social studies" people have
not really had to face that. They have tendod to !;tres!; the procei
and skills rather than the topics or content.

The "back to basics" people feel students will have a weak.education
if students don't understand that the American Revoluijon oc,curred in d
particular period or if they don't know that Thomas Jefferson waq a.
principal author of the Declaration of Independence. I suspect they are
right. It is very hatd-to decide exactly whatthe important factual
knowledge is. But, I think the "back to basics" advocates are absolutely
right for raising some question about the "new social studies" people
not, making any real choices on what kind of-knowledge they think is
absolutely essential. The "back to basi.cs" peopje have provided a useful
corrective."

However, the "back to basics" people should not ignore that the "new
social studies" brought some new things into-the field that should not be
lost. They brought, for example, an emphasis uliori reasoning, logic,
defending conclusions, investigation, testing assumptions, questioning
the evidence, and questioning assertions that were not well founded. All*
of these are very strong parts of the "new-social studies".which we dare
not lose. The teaching approaches embodied in the new materials simply
make social studies far more exciting than what it was before. To go
back to the more traditional "read-recite" kind of instruction character-
istic of traditional textbooks would be a mistake.

j

ERIC/ChESS: From your perspective, is citizenship development one
of the overall goals of-the "new social studies?" If so, how Ao you
define what is a "go07 citizen?,

MEHLINGER: I remembe attending a meeting several months ago in
which the program committee focused on whether the term "citizenship"
should appear as the main themf of the program. There was some rather
strong opposition to the use of the term "citizenship," which smrprised
me. A great number of people attending the meeting,, who I think are
leaders in social studies, oblected to the use of "citizenship," feeling
it was not a proper kind of concern--that it represented low-order objec-

,

tives for social etudies.- On the other hand, other social studie
experts would say that citl.zenship education is what social studies is
about.

I think that many of the people in the "back to basics" movement
consider citizenship one of their coriCerns. I would guess that they, too,
might differ among themselves. There would be some who would say certain
kinds of behavior are important and schools ought to be attending to them.
On the other hand, I would guess the dOuncil for Basic-Education may be
far less concernedtabout that and more concerned with.students knowing
certain subject matter.

From my own personal point of view, I think social studies does hive
a responsibility to citizenship development and to...citizenship education.
When I talk about the citizen, I am talking about a person who is aware
of political actiVities that are occurring within his society, aperson
who it capable of making good interventions in the politi.cal prdicess so
as to maximize both personal and multiple gtoup interests, a_person who
is able to maintain mu14ple loyaltiea. All of these things add up; to
me, as being part of citizenship.

.36
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ElITC/chESS: In general, how do rhe '.'new social studies" and the
"back to basics" curricula ditto!. in dealing with value is.;ups And
dilemmas in the social studies?

MEHL1NGER:. I think there is a tendency on the part of the "back to
basics" people to be more specific and more explicit about defining
values. I think that some "back to basics" people are interested in.
promoting certain kinds of values. There seems to be a certain kind of
inculcation of a particular set of values, such as values associated with
patriotism, fundamental Americanism, and fundamentaf religion. .0n the
other hand, I think the "new social studies" people tend to be more value
neutral and more ethically relative.

In another way you could say the two groups are very much alike.
Both have tended to say that value issues are very important and you need
to deal with them. However, each deals with the issues differently. The

range of differences depends on the particular advocate. When thF "new
Social studies" movement began', one of the main issues was to sort out
value propositions from assertions about factual matters or-empirical
questions. In the older traditional textbooks these things were all
joined together so that the statements "Clemocracy is the best form of
goyernment" or "government is best which goVerns least" were all treated
as kinds of empirical propositions. The "new social studies" people try
to make some distinctions and clarifications about values and try to help
students make judgments about value questions.

ERIC/ChESS: What do you see at the future for the "new social
studies" and the "back to basics" movements?

MEHLINGER: There has been a lot of change since 1960 in the way
we approach:teaching social studies, and that change appears to be
contiduing. I don't think we are going.to find eithe'r the "back to
basics" or the "new social.studies" winning in any abSolute selse. We

are going to find competing'ideas of.which there are not just two casts
but multiple casts continuing to set forth alternative approaches to
social studies.
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6. 400KING AT . . EVALUATING VALUES EDUCATION

(An interview with James R. Rest)

James Rest was interviewed in late 1974 by,Jeanne Race and Bob
Barrett, high school teachers.on leairp.from their home school districts
whio were spending a year as teacher associates with the Social Science
Education Consortium. Dr. Rest, A, professor in the Department of Social,
Psychological, and Philosophical Foundations of Education at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, did postdoctoral research in psycholinguistics and
the cognitive stage's of-moral thinking under the sponsorship of Roger
Brown and Lawrence Kohlberg at Harvard UniverSity. His Defining Issues et%
Test (DIT) was designed to deteimine how people think.about the 4oclal
problems adsociated with some of Lockwood and Kdhlberg's

Introduction

At a moment of change, great'disruption occurs in a society. At )---__

ptesent the youth"are examining ane questioning the values and evaluating
processes of our past. Traditionally, those institutions most heavily

el
involved in-the fot\MAtion of values have been' e home, church, and
school, and each mill continue in that role. ' ducational theoreticians
and practitioners are being judged to see if their work.is meeting the
needs of society.----

.

.To &at end, questions are being asked about the values education
. programs in schools across the country. What is the role of the school

;

in values,education? Should val

4

or the process df valuing.be taught
in the public schools? How dyes n4 effectively.pvaluate values edu-
cation? These questions show thb_need for the development of effective
evaluation instruments and qualified people to interpret the results.
In addition, the Ontroversies surrounding values education make the
topic a matter of concern.

, ,

Interview

ERIC/ChESS: Illty is evaluating valueS education important?,

REST: Evaluation invollies collecting.information to help formulate
Answers or gain perspectives. Evaluations are important for a wide range

-39,
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of concerns. For example, evaluations are useful in determining the
effect of programs on stydents. They can pinpoint the classroom con-
ditions or the educational experiences by which students change forthe
better. Evaluations answer questions about the correlation between
Veacher characteristics and student learning. In addition tci, measuring
student learning, evaluations a4sess the conditions and program compo-
nents which affect student experiences. _Finally, evaluations show the
kinds of students which benefit the most from a program. All of thisiik
information can be used to enhance the.progranor other students.

ERIC/ChESS: Why is evaluating values education difficult?

\L.

REST: Evaluation's of any kind are difficult in the social sciences.
The social sciences aten't as precise as the natural sciences in terms.
of conceptualizing the crucial variables and processes, and the instru-
ments or means of assessment are not as well developed.

Values education
*i.

s more difficult to assess than a reading or math
program because of the difficulty in conceptualizing the goals of values
education. For example, one of the goals of a values education pioject
is the development of an integrated and autonomous person. That's really
hard to be vevy precise about. t think we all, have an intuitive sense
of what a fully integrated person 1.s, but that is very hard to measure.
It's much easier to assess a reading program and find out if a student
can read with comprehension.

Another intangible goal of affective education'is producing someone
who can participate effectively in a democratic society. A'further goal
would be producing a moraYperson. These goals are pointing.in the right
direction, but we just don't have their implications and meanings very
well conceptualized. Values education is.atill fuzzy. The difficulty,
is a very basic one, very -much rooted in the nature of the phenomena.
We just can't depend upon some clever person to.come up with a tool

.

that's going to wipe away all those difficulties. .

, ERIC/ChESS: There seem tc7 be two schools of thought regardlng the
conceptualization and evaluation of values education. One is that people
don't agree on what the values education concepts are; therefore, we
will never reach corisensus on what to evpluate. The second is that the
concepts cannot be agreed upon, because they,are intangible. Which of
the two alternatives is responsible for the difficulties in evaluating
affectivfit education?

REST: Of the two alternatives I ileast favorably disposed towards
the latter, which suggests that there is somethitig intrinsically inevi-
table, mystical, and maybe basically un

il

thomable or even unreachable

tabout values as opposed to other aspect f human concern. As to the
former statement, a "genius" hasn't came long in the field of values

, education as has been the case in other areas,_such as Chomsky in psycho-
linguistics and Piaget in the development of logical thinking. We nbed
the sort of bold, new conceptualization that has occurred in-these other
fields. I'm envious of those fields where a "genius" has appeared and
breakthrOughs have been made. t
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ERIC/ChESS: Do you yiew yoUrself as the person to lead the break-
hrough?

REST: No, ,I'm a worker in the vineyards. One ls not in bad.4
sompany, though, as a*worker.

ERIC/ChESS: What are some of the major concerns when assessing
values education?

REST: It carlillot be overstated that a major concern is to formulate
as clearly as possible what the goals and objectives of values education
are. Teachers should not let their rationale lie in the fact that there
is a lot of interest in the curriculum materials, and that some fong-
term significant change will come about from that.

1

)Nnother concern is fot the development ot selection of evaluation
instruments. The help of someone who has spent a lot of time in either
instrument development or in instrument evaluation should be employed.
This does not mean that each classroom)has to hire a psychologist.
Certain models of evaluation can be replicated, applied, and reapplied
to similar programs.

Another concRin is that anY values education program should demon-
strate.that it is contributing to 'some cumulative, long-term change. A
further concern is that evaluation continue to be an ongoing process--
but don't test the kids to death.

ERIC/ChESS: How would you rate the validity of oral versus written
evaluations-for values education? For example, would student peer
evaluaiions be valid?

REST: There are some types of written material that are invalid.
For instance, one of the most expensive tests to administer is the
Rorschach, and-I believe the literature makes it look pretty worthless.
There are certain requests made to students which they can respond to .

quite candidly. For example, if a teacher asked the students, "Did
you like the material covered this week?," some very valuable information
could be obtained. Iput if they.are asked "Did youi self-concept change
from last week to-this week?," the information might be harder,to use.

It would be difficult for a student in a classroom setting to give
a meaninggpl response to a point-blank question involving some rather
slipPery concepts or to a question that threatens him. In these cases,
a student's ansler might be verbal garbage.

An alternative approach to collecting information might be to hire
a fellow student to interview class members individually with a tape
recorder. In the relative security of a student-to-student situation,
the responses vtould have greater validity.

ERIC/ChESS: What kind of training should a tearher have in order
to measure values education?.

,
..

REST: According to Kohlberg, one of the most important roles of
the teacher is to provide students the opportunity to think through nd _

)r
work through the decision-making process and the process of,formulati
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their own values. The teacher does not have to be at a high stage to do
this, but should he able to set the conditions under which the active
process oi working through one's own values takes place. Studies have
shown that.when this process occurs, students can reorganize ond trace
the implications of their own thinking. The teacher does noe have to be
a wise shaman who is experienced and all-knowing. But any teacher train-
ing should include communication and leadership skills.

ERIC/chESS: Some colleges are offering teacher training on evalu-
ating moral development. Would you say that we are teaching mora1,devek
opment as if it were a skill?

REST: Ninety percent yes! Those aspects of moral development with
which the school has the most leverage and the most hope of affecting
students are those which are most teachable. For instance, students
should have a clear idea of how their interests are interwoven with the
interests of everybody else, hive eltIclear idea of some of the gocial
machinery that exists to further human goals, and understand why and to
'what purpose the social machinery exists. However, I'm not saying that
this is'all there is to developing moral character. Rather, those are
the,types of things that I think an educational system can do pretty well
and where it can heve some leverage.

4

ERIC/ChiSS: Can a standardized test evaluate affective education?.

REST: I have 'put in about the last five years of my life on the
assumptionthat you can get'meaningful. results from standardized test .

I have beeri working on aelmstrument called the Defining Issues Test
(DIT), and there are a dumber of projects that have used that instrument
as part of their battery of information. Certainly each way of gathering
data--whether by Anwview, by examining students, projects or products,
by making observati)lins in the classroom, or by taking paper-'and-pencil
objective tests--has its problems. But there is no problem-free method
of collecting information.

ERIC/ChESS: What are some of the other valid standardized tests
that measure values education?

REST: In selecting an evaluation instrument one must consider .

several factors--amount of time available, objectives of the program,
use of the results in a decision-making process--to list a'few. There
are some sourcebooks that list and/or critique hundreds of these tests.
One of these is Instrumentation in Human Relations Training: A Guide to
75 Instruments With Wide Application to'the Behavioral Sciences, by
J. William Pfeiffer and Richard Heslin (University Associates, 1973).
Another The Seventh MentakMeasurements Yearbo0c, edited by Oscar
Kriseni 8 (Gryphon Ptess,71972). .This is a multivolume standard
refer rk. Another source is Test and Measurements in Child
Develo A Handbook, by Orval G. Johnson and James W. Bommarito.
(Jossey-Ba 1971). It reviews about 900 tests And measurements. The
handbooks p blished by the University Qf Michigan's Institute of Social
Research also are useful.
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Because these books are extensive and contain large amounts of
IntormatIon, I suggest thigrfollowIng procedure: Use the handbooks to
identify potential instruments, and read the instrument reviews. Note
the time necessary for implementation and previous utilization. Theyt
refer to the suggested references for more information about each instru-
ment. I would emphasize that laymen should seek professional guidance
in the selection and evaluation process.

ERIC/ChESS: Some parents or teachers say that values education
cannot be evaluated and, furthermore, that values should not be taUght.
Are these legitimate concerns, or are these people merely "fencing at
windmills"?

REST: Many people attempt to make a huge distinction between
values on the oneet(and and facts and academic skills

4
on the other.

This point of view was greatly promoted by the taxonomies of Bloom and
Krathwohl. Krathwohl attempted to conceptualize the affective domain
apart from the cognitive domain, but admits that "the affective domain
was much more difficult to_ structure, and we are much less satisfied
with results." I agree with that disclaimer and believe that one can
make a tonceptual distinction between the two; sometimes it is conven-
ient to do so. Hbwever, the cognitive and the affective realms should
not be viewed as different phenomena. I would like someone to give me
an instance of engaging in only pure academic skills which iHvolves no
aspect of valuing or contains no affective component. I, myself, would
hate to have to defend the diseinction, and would hate to have to come
up with an example that is so separate,.

Another reason why people. may regard the evaluation of values edu-
cation as problematic is that evalations have been pretty wide of the
mark. Finding a corroborating set of data out of an evaluation is
probably something of a rarity.

In regard to the question of whether we should or shouldn't be
teaching values, I'd like to refer to a study by Nick Sanders at Research
for Better Schools in Philadelphia. This study examined statements of
objectives from state boards of education. Not all state boards had
objectives, but about 85 percent of the states that did inclided values
oi moral objectives: For example, a nurRper of states listed instilling
the values of a participatory democracy in the student as a chief
rationale for public education. This is very much center state in values
education. So I suggest that schools are very much in the values
business.
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7. LOOKING AT . . . LOCAL HISTORY

(An interview with Matthew T. Downey and Fay-D. Metcalf)

Matthew Dowy.is a history professor at the University of Colorado.
Fay Metcalf teadEes social studies at Boulder (Colorado) High School.
They were interviewed in early 1977 by Jeanne Race and Bob Barrett,
teacher associates at the Social ScienceEducation Consortium.

Introduction

When we set out to present the subject of local history to dur
.readers we assumed that it was timely because of the Bicentennial. That
was a limitkig assumption, as you will discoverl We were surprised to
find the seOpe andi in eiest lin local history. People have become
involved for a variety of reasons. Local history,generates its own
enthusiasm, and once Initiated it becomes an integral part of the lives
of bcith teachers and students. Further, we were impressed with the con-
cept of "doing local history" as a participant, xather than the reading
about history as'a spectator. ,

Matt Downey is actively involved in finding ways to increase cooper-
ation between college professors and secondary and elementary teachers.
Dr. Downey.beIieves that local history is one area in which all three
grade levels can develop academic curriculum materials Bor simultaneous
use. Fay Metcalf has been instrumental in implementing local hist6ry
in the seconday school curriculum in her district. Together, they have
published several books and presented a number of workshops offering
guidelines4and techniques for exploring local history in Colorado and the
surrounding region.

Interview.
EFIC/ChESS: What is local history?

DOWNEY: Local history is'the history of.the sthallervcommunities in
which all of us live. It may be the histoil of a town, a ruTal or
suburban area, or a city neighborhood. It is microhistoty,.so,tfie,
history of a big city of several million'people might be stretching the
term "local" too far. ,
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Defined in.this wty, local history has been around fcir a long time.
Americans were wriqag histories of their towns before there was any
national history to write about. Of course, much of that was not good

O history; it was merely a chronicling of events, or it was ancestor
worship. Local history, however, is critical and interpretive. That also
makes it different from antiquarianism. The antiquarian would be inter-
ested in the first mill in town because it was the first mill. He would
make the mill into a relic. The local historian would see the mill in a
larger historical context, representative of the town or the region in
which the mill existed.

ERIC/ChESS: What are the advantages of studying local history?

METCALF: Local history provides students with an immediate and
tangible, setting for discovering .the relatedness of places, people, and
eyents. Studentsican research historical sourees and ask tbAir own
questions about the validity and>usefulness of such materiatl,, They
learn to compile, evaluate, and interpret data in a meaningful mahner.
Students are given an-opportunity to work with diverse groups of people,
in the community--something they will be doing as citizens all their
lives--and in combination, these activities should develop a greater
sense of identity and heritage.

DOWNEY: Local history is also a way of changing the traditional
classroom study of history--it makes school history,less static. In
other words, it's a different mode of learning. It lets you see new
dimensions in familiar surroundings instead of rote textbook learning.
It is h way of living, an opportunity to see things the way historians
do. One does not "study" local history, one "does" it.

ERIC/ChESS: Nas the recent popularity of local history been largely
a result of the'Bicentennial?

METCALF: It is obviously not merely, the Bicentennial that has
caused the.recent popularity. A grass-roots movement existed long
before that celebration, -and it has continued to develop since then.

. It is surely related to the neW interest in ethnicity and ethnic history.
People have been asking, "Who are we?" "Where are we going as individuals
and as a nation?",

Local-history is going to contihue to.be important as long as we
are concerned about ourselves. We are an inward-looking rather than an
outward-looking people at this particular period in our history.

DOWNEY: I think you could overestimate the importgnce of the Bi-
centennial, even though it did get people involved at the school and
community le-yels. -More important, I think the interest in local history
reflects an intellectual change that has been taking place for the past
15 or 20 years. This change has involved a merger of people from his-
tory and the various disciplines in the social sciences: In addition to
giving historiana a variety of new research methods, it has also given
new xespectability and importance to once-neglected areas of research.
Family history, women's history, demographic history, and local history
are now being taken seriously. '1()
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ERIC/ChESS: Describe some of the techniques used in A local history
prOgram.

DOWNEY: Oral history has long been recognized as a way to get
students involved in community studies. Many teChniques used in local
history are not traditionally part of school history courses. For
instance, collecting artifacts, which has been associated with museums
rather than schools, can be an exciting approach for students. Collect-
ing and charting statistical data is useful, especially when studying
local population patterns. Photographs are significant historical
sources. Pictures are more than old relics--they are bearers of vital
historical information. Neighborhood surveys of communities are very
useful. When students are trained to do social profiles of a community,
they develop a conceptual picture of what that place looked like in the
past and what might happen in the fptui-e. For instancek in one square
block they can see aspects of changing technology, architectual styles,
and monument building. The'techniques,of local history are very flexible.
Instructors should not feel that all techniques ire required. The com-
bination of techniques depends upon the topics or the problems that are
being investigated.

ERIC/ChESS: How can a teacher with little or no linancial resources
develop a successful local history course?

METCALF: It is a fact thsk it is difficult to do a course with no
money whatsoever. However, ie is amazing what can be done with just a
modest sum. In most communities, $200 or $300 would provide all, the
books and pamphlets ever published about the town, as well as some funds
for photocopying or microfilming copies of old newspapers and duplicating
old photographs. Local newspapers, local historical societies, and'local
history clubs are frequently very generous about donating materials and
time to the developer of the course. The most important consideration
is that you want the students to do the history, and not be told the
history.

.1e

DOWNEY: There may be something gained by appealing.to the community
for support.

METCALF: Yes, in fact, we had a group who did just that. A local
newspaper described a project relating to pioneer days. People from the
community donatedya variety of artifacts about pioneer days. The arti- 0
facts were then diSplayed on a long table. The students had to try to
figure out what each artifact.was, what it was used for, and what role
it played in the total technology. The students verified their con-
clusions by listening to a tape in which the donor described the artifact.
There was no 'cost to the teachers, and the kit will be used in the schOol
district for many years.

ERIC/ChESS: Can you cite OIL recent publications on local history
that would aid our readers?

DOWNEY: First of all, there are the two books that we have written:
Teaching Local,History: Trends, Tips, and Resources (SSEC and ERIC/ChESS,
1977) and Using Local-History in the Classroom (American AssOciation for
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State and Local History, forthcoming in 1980). Several other guides
havo been produced in the past decade or so. On ol tho earliest was
Cliffoid L. Lord's Teaching History With Community Reources (Teacheys
College Press, 1967). A more, recenp book is Researching, Writing, and
Publishing 'focal History, by Thomas E. Felt (American Association for
State apd Local History, 1976). _There is also a British publication
entitlea Discovering Local History, by Divid Iredale (Aylepbury, 1973).
British/teachers discovered the classroom uses of local history somewhat
before we did.

//

METCALF: In add tioft;\the single most important source for anyone
interested.in local i tory is,the American Association for State and
Local History (1400 j1ighth Ave. So., Nashville, Tennessee 37203). They
publish.a monthly h story news magazine which gives many ideas on local
lhistory. Thr a1soL publish a series of technical leaflets that art of .

special inter st. hese include such titles as "Tape Recording1Local
History," "Ce tery Transcribing," and "Genealogical Research, plus
many other aids for'such specialized projects ag "Identifying Axes,
Adzes, and Hatchets," and "Old Lamps and Lighting Devices."

ERIC ChESS: What other organizations would help the interested
teacher of local history?

DOWNEY: Teachdrs should start wich_their local historlisal society
and the public library, both of which have vertical files as well as
books and pamphlets. At a state historical sdcieçl library, you would
find many manuscript collectiOns wftich include-di ries, journals, and
letters which have never been published but whic can be photocopied for
use in the classroom. Some states have issued publications about local
history describing what can be found in various local or county museums
and libraries.

ERIC/ChESS: Somercritics say that we should ndt teach,local or
state history becausvrour society is too mobile for sucha narrow curric-

-. ulum. What is your response to these critics?

METCALF: I find local history important precisely because we are a
mobile society. Students who have had the opportqnity to Audy one
community in some depth, and who have consequently learned the skills \b.
necessary for such a study, will be able to more Utte1ligentlY examine
any other community.

having been involved in international studies for a long time, I am
very concerned that national history does nothini but teeth us ethno-
centrism. I feel strongly that we should teach about humankind, not
simply-America. I find the transition from local history to inter-
naiional history easier tban from national.to international. I think
you see more of the human condition on a local level. When you pull
history up to a national level, it beconjes abstract, and you begin to
deal only with the leaders, heroes, and national politics, rathe.than
ordinary folk who live around the iworld. If you would do a comparative
study of your local community with a similar community in India or Korea,
you would find that many of the concerns on your local level are precisely
the concerns that people have there. Local history helps identify oneself
as a human being. r\
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KRTC/ChESS: -What are

METCALF: Local history will continue to be important. It seems to
appeal to students of all ability levels and helps.develop many skills.
From akteacheeg\point of/view, I would like to see the formation of a
local histdry center or/neNork which could systematically report.on
nacionwide trends, strategies, materials, and techniques in loca,l,
hi6tory. This.service could. operate similar to the Society for History
Educator's Network News Exchange.

the futurn diroctions of local history?

DOWNEY: I see a growing interest in both. local and state history
at the univeraJity level. It's Part of a larger trend which may eventually
replace the traetitionai political history with courses which have a
larger social history.content. It is simply easier and more manageable
to investigate topics in family history, women's history, or the culture
of work at the micro level.

-

METCALF'? One final point, I-think, is impo-rtant: focal history is
fun.

\s.
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g. LOOKING AT . . . CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

(An interview with John Patrick)

John Patrick is professor of education and diiector of the High
Schwl American History Project at Indiana Uni rsity. He is coauthor
of Civics for American4, a high school textbook lished in 1980 py
Scott, Foresman. Dr. Patrick-was interviewee in 7 by Alice Vi41i4ni
of the' WIC/ChESS staff and Susan Hustleby, an SSEC, teacher associate
od leave from Byron4ergen (New York) Central Schoo2.

45.

Introduction

Education for citizenship is a familiir concept that has 'been
around for a long time, but during the mid-1971e there was a resurgenc
of interest in it as "citizenship educat n." In an effort to clarif
this trend, we interviewed John Patrick, J¼4o has written extensiVely
about citizenship.education and related fie s of poloktical education
and socialization.

Interview

ERIC/ChESS:ethat is your definition of citizenship education?

PATRICK: Thinking about'the meaning of citizenship education' should
be a Concinuing challenge. This challenge precludes the need,for con-
sensus. I don't think we should seek'a 4et definition of citizenship
education-yhich is appropriate.for all times an4_places. Rather, defin-
ing.citisenship.education should be a task for each generation, not a
problem tick be somehow resolved once and for sill.

As social conditions and human needs change, various facets of
citizenship educatimay also change. However, regardless of riation
from one time or place to another or'from one person or a grou to

another, ;here are"'Some constants that should form the basis of any
reasonable definition of citizenship education. For example, I think
that citizenship education certainly refers to teaching and learping the
rights and responsibiWies associated with membership in such groups as
families, churches, schools, and labor unions, as well as cities, states,
and nation-states. Educitors should think variously about the meaning
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of rights and responsibilities, about how Ao balance or mesh right's an/i
resppnsibilitics, and about which rights and respomiibLlitfts are more or
less important to stress in the curriculum. 1/ S

ERIC/ChESS: How long has citizenship education or "education'for
citizenship" been a concern of the schools?

PARICK: Almost forever, it seems. Citizenship education has a
very long and distinguished heritage. Plato and Aristotle disCussed the
challenge of.developing good citizens in the ancient Greek city-states.
Philosophers of the modern era of Western civilization, from Rousseau and
-Locke to Jefferson and Dewey, have ,been.concerned about how to educate
citizens.. Educators'it the United States have placed a high priority on
citizenship education since the earliest days of our republic. Jefferson
wrote eloquently of the need to educaCe masses /of ...i.t,trens so they might

.protect-their inalienable rights and assume their responsibilities in
self-government. Teaching precepts of good citizenship,Was a primary
goal of Horace Mann. In 1918 citizenship was proclaimed one of the

n cardinal principles of edutation by the NEA's Commission on the
eorgariization of Secondary Education. The foal of education for good,
citizenship in one way or another seems to have been a constant feature
of curricula in our schools.

ERIC/ChESSJ Why is there currently a resurgence of interest in
citizenship epucation?

rI
PATRICK: I'm not quite sure, but I have some hunches, ant these

hunches may have something to do with the propetsity in our country to
use the schools to help cope with immediate social problems. A whole
set of problems confronted us'during the upsetting social events of the
1960s. Many people responded by thinking that what we needed was more
emphasis on education for responsibility or for faith in corb values.
They feared that our society was falling apart and believed there was a
need for renewed emphasis on ideals and values that would 11.51d us to-
gether.

Another reason, perHips, was growing criticism by gitizen groups of
scandalous actions of high-ranking public officials during the 1970s.
Renewed emphasis on citizenship education has been seen as ati attempt
to build confidence in our institutipns and ideals. Possibly another
reason was a reaction against certain curriculum reforms in the 1960s
which seemed"overacademic to some people and perhaps unsuited to the
needs of precollege education for the masses.

ERIC/ChESS: How has the focus of citizenship yducation changed over
the years?

PATRIGK: Over the years, Americans have responded quite variously
to the challenges of citizenship education. In the earliest days of qur
republic, citizenship educatibn was tied to the paramount task of build-
ing a new nation. Fostering common values and national loyalty in the
-interest of developing social cohesiveness among peoples of diverse
origins became a primary goal.
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During the period of wassive emigratian_from eastern and southern
Eurorio, trom about 1880 to 19?0, citizonshtp odncatiop tor conformity
to prevailing values became practically an obsession. Educational
leaders were c9ncerned that the newcomers would corrupt our civic
traditions, so they strAssed the need to iron out variations in ethnic
heritage. Thus, education for good citizenship in the public schools
tendqd to be inculcation of certain values. You might call it a ,

process4 of socialization to certain leaders' interpretatioqs of AMerican
heritage and futureneeds.

Elwood Cubberly's" writings are representative of.this view.
Cubberly stressed the need to teach the masses of newcomers what to
think and how to behave in the interest of national stability and
cohesion. Mark Krug has Written eloquently of this period of edul.
cational history in a fascinating book, The Melting of the Ethnics,
published by Phi Delta Kapp#.

During the 1920s and 1930s, citizenship education became very
solidly implante in the curriculum in the form of new courses in
community civics and American governmeni. This was the beg.inning

of the courses w now refer to as traditional civic education.

,

From the middle 1930s to the end of World Wix II, citizenship
education,was enlisted in the struggle to defend our democratic way
against its prime vnemies--fascists and communists. .The postwar period
intensified curricular emphases on the benefits of democracy compared to
the detriments of communism. The pressures of the..4cCarthy era and the
cold war compelled many civic educators to stress safe, one-sided views
of loyalty and core value. With dile demise of Joe McCarthy, interest.in
citizenship education seemed to decline. Many educators, perhaps.as a
reaction to the past, saw citizenship education as lacking intellectual
rigor or sophistication.

As discussed earlier, interest in citizenship education has re-
emerged, and it has reemerged in a more-complex, sophisticated form. I

think that that is one of the legacies of the curriculum reform movement
of the 1960s. That reform movement introduced some new dimensions to
citizenship education today\? such as law-related education, global edu-
cation, ethnic studies, political behavior, values education, and social
action learning. Skills in thinking and participating are stressed as
well as the need to know and love the American heritage.

ERIC/ChESS: What are the goals of.citizenship programs today?

PATRICK: One thing that we can note very quickly when we look'at
literature in citizenship,education is that civic educators readily agrse
on goals when they are stated very abstrietly. We all subscribe to edu-
cation to promote human dignity, the rightl.of individuals, freedom,
equality. Education for good citizenship inpa democracy has been a long-.
standing slogan. The prevailing goal of the majority of social studies
educators has been to promote democratic citizenship.

However, seeming agreement about goals quickly breaks down when we
move from glorious abstractions to discussion of the specifics in teach-
ing and.. learning. And as we begin to.operationalize goals, our values
come into'play. Educators with different values and conceptions of human
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needs necessarily disagree about what students should learn. Even when
they seem to agree about the importance of good citizenship in a democracy,
conflicts about what and how to teach are smoked out when one is required.
to clarify the meaning of the goal of good citizenship.

A dprimary conflict currently, as well as in the past, in-.15etween
those who would limit citizenship education to maintaining traditions or
promoting a particular interpretation of our heritage, and those who
would foster competence to think critically and independently, which
could lead to rejectipn of established beliefsand practices.. Students
who learn skills of independent critical thinkingaight use their capabil-
ities to act' in ways that challenge fundamental assumptions of he major-
ity of citizens. Their challenging ideas arid,actions might threaten 14

cherished facets of the American heritage. Can we afford to iisk this
kind of outcome? Can we afford to avoid the risk? The answers to these
kinds Of questions are better .indicators of the real goals and values of
civic educators than are slogans about human dignity, freedom, or democ-
racy. So I highlight differences between those who would stress mainte-
nance of the status quo and passive acceptance of traditions versus those
who would/stress the ability to make choices and to think independently.

ERIC/ChESS: At what grade levels should citizenship education be
offered and stressed?

PATRICK: One way or another, I think it should be part of the curric-
ulum for each grade level.from kindergarte through the twelfth-grade.
Citizenship education in my view is more than h formal courses in his-'

: tory, civics, or goVerament which are commonly ered'in high school.
It is also associated with observance of.such patriotic holidays and
rituals as reciting the Pledge of Allegiance and with learning rules of
behavior

ept

hrough\,class discussions or community prolects, school clubs,
or athletic aCtivities. giVic values and attitudes as well as knowledge
and skills are learned thiough interaction with teachers and school
administrators in various situations.

-The so-called "hidden" curriculum, which atems from the educational
climate of classrooms and the organizational structure and function of
the school system, can be as tmportant-as the formal program of studies
in the civic education of students. The hidden curriculum may be, -

,especially important in teaching attitudes and behavior; for example, how
to relate to persons in authoritative-Positions.. Civic educators; I
believe, should become more cognizant of the sb-called hidden curriculum
and how it might be more effectively used to teach knowledge, skills, and .

,attitudes at all grade. levels.

Civic educators also might profitably consider how to engage elemen-
tary schools more fully and effectively in formal programs of citizenship
education. This has been a neglected area. Richard Remy, of the Mershon
Center at Ohio State University, is one of the few leaders in our field
to devote,considerable attention'to the citizenship education needs of
elementary-schoolechildren. I think that's a need that should be addresped
more fully in the future.

ERIC/ChESS: Has any recent research documented the effects of citizen-
ship education on. the civic responsibility and participation of.students
on local and-national levels?
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PATRICK: Various surveys of citizens' knowledge and attitudes have
boon conduc t ed in t he 1.t:;t ?() yearn hv ndt i onn I an,4e.;nment gt ()ups , po I I

sters, and university-based civic research centers: These studies do not
demonstrate directly the.impact 03 citizenship education programs on stu-
dents, but they are suggestive, and that makes them very valuable. These .

studies do show that a minority of our citizens have the knowledge,.think-
ing skills,,participation ekills, and attitudes that might be necessary
for effective parti'Cipation in civic affairs. Most of these citizens '

hold privileged positions in our .society. Those with higher levels of
educational attainment and higher levels of socioeconomic status are more
likely than others to have the knowledge, skills, and attitudes associated
with competene performance of citizen tasks.

Y.)111 might consider it an irony of our democracy that an elite minor-
ity ratiler than the masses seem to be_the primary bearers of the respon-
sibilities of citizenship. The masses of our citizens, according to these
various asatssments, seem to know the value of law and order, to respect
legitimate authority, and to express basic loyalty to our country and its
politiCalystem. Extremists of the left and of the right seem to win -

scant sup rt, particularly from working-claiis citizens. Lessons about
the need to obey the laws seem to have been learned rather well by the
masses of citizens.

Howeep;_in a society with democratic ideals,'such as ours, there
ought to be more to education for- responsible citizenship than passive
acceptance of duly constituted authority. In a society with democratic
ideals, responeible citizenship..entails both obedience and constructive
skepticism. It involves both respect for authority and constructive
crtticism of authorities. It requires citizens who are both compliant
and independent, who will demonstrate obedience tp the law while retaining'
a spirit of constructive,crittaists-ald reasonable dissent. The various
assessments suggest that al

cl

ng some of these dimensions we_might do
better than we have in the p st.

ERIC/ChESS: Considering that children who are in school today will
be the decision makers in the early 21st century, what should be the focus
of future citizenship education programs?

PATRICK: 'Decision making is the key word in this queqtion. Skills,
knowledge, and attitudes associated with competent decision making ought
to be the bases of citizenship education programs of today and tomorrow.

In a sOciety with demOcratic ideald, citizens are necessarily faced
with significant choices, 'PoliticalofreedoM entails.both the right ,qiid
the capability to malc.e decisions. Making, judging, influencing, dnd.
implementing decisions are likely to be enduring,tasks-of citizenship as
long as we maintain our democratic ideals. Citizens who can perform
these enduring lastcs will be competent to cope with the responsibility
of citizenship today and in'the future. If we can teach. large numbers of
citizens to be knowledgeab1,e about social realities, to be skilled,critical
thinkers, and-to be able to make, judge, influence, and implement decisions,
then we can be satisfied with*the achievements of citAenship education.

,
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9. LOOKING AT . . . STAFF DEVELOPMENT

(Interviews wfth Eliz4beth Dillon-Peterson,
Nancy. Bauer, and C. Frederick Risinger)

Elizabeth Dillon-Peterson, director of staff developmentfor thq
Lincoln (Nebraska) Public Schools, has served as a consultant on staff '
development for public schools nationwide and was a leader in the devel-
Opment of the National Staff Development Council. She is chair. for the
1981 yearbook Of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop-
ment on the topic of staff development and is coauthor. (with G. Dale
Greenawald) of Staff Development for Ole Social Studies Teacher (SSEC and
ERIC/ChESS, 1980).

Nancy,eauer, adjunct associate professor in th.:11-aduate
Education afiele University of pennsylvania, is'a 11-known s
studies curriculum designer who has served as a consultant to
,districts all over the country.

,Jchool of
ocial .

school

Fred Risinger, coordinator for school social studies at Indiana
University's Social Studies Development Center, works with social studies
educators throughout the Midwest. He is the author of many articles and
publications on curriculum, departmental leadership, and staff develop-,
ment in the Social studies.

James E. Davis, associate director of ERIC/ChESS, conducted these
interviews in 1977.

'Introduction

Given the proliferation of new content areas in school curricula,
the imposition of national and local mandates related to curriculum and
educational managementr and the fact that more.and more teachers are
choosing co stay in their field for longer periods of'time, the need to
provide for the personal and professional growth,of inservice teachers
is becoming increapingly critical. Thus, f9r the past several years it
has been clear that staff development has been A major concern of edu-
catipnal administrators. What id less'clear is how this concern is being
manifested, beyond simply setting aside time for occasional "inservice
day."

What are the national trends in staff deCelopment? What do educators
see as the issues? How can schools and districti design effective
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staff develdpMent programs? In an effort to answer these and other
questions, we interviewed three prominenL educators whose activities
bring them into contact with teachers and administrators all over the
United States.

Interviews

glizabeth Dillon-Peterson

ERIC/ChESS: Wpuld you comment on the widespread interest in staff
devlopment programs?

\

DILLON-PETERSON: The current emphasis on staff development doesn't
seem to be localized'in any particular area. All of a sudden everybody's
interested'in the topic, for a variety of reasons.

Much of the interest centers around dwindling student enrollment
and the lack of teacher turnover. In a real sense we're all growing old
together in education, and along with that growing old there is a
resistance to change.

Another reason for the interest may be societal malaise,NW.ch tends
to focus on the school because it is the oniipublic institution that
people can easily get their hands ,on, and staff.development is seenkas a
way of solving Social problems. Court-ordered desegregation is an
example. *The whole business of accountability is another. We want
accountability in terms of kids' learning skills, but we also want them
to.feel good about themselves. This implies that the school has to
operate on two tracks at the same time. In the past, I think we have
wavered between the two. It has been trainin& for life and social adjaat-
ment.or it has been skill development, and never thetwain shall meet.
Now, educators don't hive any choice. SocietyAis saying we have to do
both, and we'd better do them pretty well. ,

ER1C/ChESS: What national trends do ypu observe related to staff-
development?

DILLON-PETERSON: Na ionally, I see that staff development is coming
iin part as a response to he attacks on education. Test scores are

declining; people say kids,can't read,,they can't spell, they are not
learning punctuation. This has become a widespread concern. As a
result, a whole raft of major studies have been done on inservice train-
ing--noneof which, to my knowledge, has any kind of follow-up intent.

A second national. issue that seems to be getting a lot of attention
(bdt no money) is federal interest in staff development. The teacher
center is an example. Federal emphasis has come in respdnse to teachers'
demands primarily because school districts are not doing/very much,
universities have fallen down on the job, and neither haire provided wha't
was needed. So the federal government is siiyitig it had better take a
hand'in staff development.to see that something does happen.

Yet yejy little money has.:been put into the teacher center movement,,
and I, have some conoern about whether it isd!t just a political issue.
If federal involvement follows the typical pattern, the regulations may
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even get in the way of providing effective staff development. Title III
VHS an ex4p1 e. In the past, li you wanted to be sure to get turned down
on a Title III proposal, you asked for funding for staff development. If

we have learned anything in the past, it is that new programs won't
succeed unless the staff development component is,solid.

A third trend is that institutions of higher education are struggling
to get a foothold in the inservice market. They need to do this to
survive because of declining student enrollments and loss of student
credit hours. I think maybe it's too little too late, because higher-
education inbtitutions have always treated inservice as a stepchild.
It was the kind of summer activity that brought in a little extra income
for some of the staff members, but it wasn't serious business.

I often tell my colleaguqs at the university that people like me
wouldn't exist if Universities had been forward-looking enough to
anticipate needs and to provide appropriate kinds of assistance for
school districts. In situations like mine across the country,univer-
sities are frequently being left out of the whale procegs.

Thlast thing that I see as a trend is a proliferation of private
consulting operations. Some are very good, but most are not. Many
people are getting into it because they know it is a hot .issue and that
small districts probably can't provide the kind of service that is needed
Crm, within. So they are packaging up a lot of entrepreneurial efforts
and selling them "willy-nilly" about the country.

ERIC/ChESS: What'is happening at the state and lc!cal levels?
k

\ /
DILLON-PETERSON: At the'stpte level, I'm not sure that state

departments of education recognize the importance of staff development
or how'to.go about helping. What they most often provide is a kind of
one-shot effort with very little continuity or followup. I don't think
that is necessarily their fau\t. They are usually constricted by low
budgets and are inadequapely staffed. Many state boards of education
have a very limited view of what staff deyelopment is, what it should be,
or what the state's responsibility might be.

One shining light is the inte4ediate service unit. These seem to
be emerging as effective delivery systems, particularly for small
distriqpi. A nqp wrinkle has.been introdueed through the requirement
that each state have a comprehensive inservice plan in order to qualify
for special-education funding. This is placing new coordination and
leadership,responsibilities at the state lvel which have the potential
either to enhance the state's role in regard4p local programs or to make
'it more onerous--time will tell.

At the local level, staff development and insetvi.ce activities arg
almost always concentrated in the central office--in the hands of curric-
ulum supervisors. This is changing slowly (but-I think surely) -toward
including building-based activities. At the buildingjevej..-k the staff

sits together, decides what isiappropriate, and plans and conducts those
#ctivities by requesting resources fram the central office.

Another'trend is that staff development is now becoming a greater
part of the total planning of school districts. One of the biggest
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changes I see in All of education is the move toward systematic planning,
including staff development. There is also a tendency In most larger
local school districts to use organizational-development concepts in
staff development planning. That is, the needs of the total organization
are considered rather than just narrow curriculum needs.'

ERIC/ChESS: What are Some important issues?

DILLON-PETERSON: One issue is that a real understanding of the
purposes of the possibilities for staff dgvelopment is largely lacking.
For example, I have an education association committee that acts as an
advisory committee to me in staff development. One of the charges they
gave me last year was to develoi) a staff development communication pack-
age for this district which more clearly describe4 the nature and intent
of the staff development program. This is in a district that has the
highest monetary commitment to staff development of any that I kndW of
in the country. Yet my committee says, taff members don't really under-
stand what staff development is all abo t. So if that happens here, in
what is an almost ideal climate, think hat happens in huge school dis-
tricts where it's difficult to communic te, 'or in little school districts
that have just begun to think about .it! A real understanding of staff
development is a major issue--what it is what it can be expected to do,
what it can't be expected to do, yhy it's important to have it, and in
what context.

A second issue is financing. You don
money to finance a staff development progr
Many school districts are trying to flounder
or mustfuse money that is in somebody else's

need a tremendous amount of
but you have to have some,
round with almost no budget
dget.

A third, and really crucial, -issue is one time. Most stafoi
development is still being done at the end of the school day when people
are tired. We have fought hard to have staff development during the day
because we had many requests from people to do it that way: Interest-
ingly, we now have people saying, "Hey, if it's all that important.for
us to be with kids then let's not be out of the building during the day;
let's halie it some other time." I don't know a solution to this.problem.
My personal bias is to have a year-round school schedule with time built
in for staff development.

A fourth.issue is how to make staff development a significant effort
rather than just "much, ado about nothing." Just doing something because
it's the political thing to be doing right now or getting on the,iiind-
wagon is not good enough. Another issue is related to what can be .

expected of staff development. We can't,expect that it is going to 446

solve very problem in education. I'm concerned that we might get into
a position where people say "let's do it through staff development" if
there is a problem. There is a limit to what any teacher or administrator
can absorb end put into practice,

Still another issue is the perception of many educators that they
really don't need any more training of any kind--that they already are
."finished products." There is resentment even of the expectation that
we all need to'continue to learn. This is particularly true of secondary
teachers. Staff development people get together around the country an4
shake their heads. Elementary teachers ate still very open, receptive,
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and appreciative. Fortunately, at least in this district, we arr begin-
ning to notice more positive remponse to our cttorts to involve );econdary
staff.

Last, there is the issue of accountability, and evaluation. Teachers
are terribly threatened by the whole business of accountability and
evaluation. There appears to be a dichotomy in their minds between
professional growth and performInce appraisal. If they think that staff
development is in any way tied to their evaluations in terms of job
security, they are very, very resistant to the whole notion.

Nancy.Bauer

ERIC/ChESS: What are some trends across the United States related
to staff development?

RAUER: As a Atistorian and as a traveler from school to school, I

see two trends--one moving away from staff development and one moving
toward it. The trend away from it is Nst disappearing faith in formal
staff development on the part of teacherg and parents, the ultigate
clients. Teachers are not asking for it. The parents don't want to
pay for it. There is very little Prdsgure on the school boards for it,
and I think school boards tend to cut it out of the budget. I also see
a simultaneous trend toward a less formal kind of staff development. It

is expressed by individual teachers in great numbets in the same,ways
acorss the country. It is expressed as cries for h lp.

ERIC/ChESS: Help in what areas?

BAUER: One is help with a new student population--a population that
does not learn in the same ways thaC the teachers learned. It's scary
to face a classroom of students who are not excitea on the first day of
school, who are not waiting to learn, and who do not see the relationship
of schooling to their future.

Another kind of cry for help is related to accountability. ,Teachers
are really frightened by accountability and at the same time they are
very effectively undermining it. TeacherS\could say, "Give me the kind
of help I need and I'll be glad to be heldseccountable." What they tend
to say is, "Welt if I'mfoing to be held atuntable, I'm going to set
up very trivial goals so I'll be sure to be ble to reach them." Account-
ability scares them. Therefore, they tend to,reduce it to a failproof
system.

Another interesting trend is what I call the "Jimmy Carter Memorial
/ Trend in Citizenship." Carter has certainly spotted.it in the country,

and I see it as I work with teache4s. This is a cry for help with
citizenship education to prove once again that teaching has a purpose'
beyond September to June and after 3:15 p.m. I think the desire for
moral education, moral obligation, and ctitizenship is,once again coming
back. We are being asked to look At the American dream and say, "In
,spite of all of Ott- differdnces, we do share the notdeet experiment of
them all. Isn't there something we cans do about it?"
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Finally, there aresthe teachers who really are interested in staff
development and ask for it. They are and always have been our strongest
teachers. These are teachers with strong egos and senses of humor who
know their subject matter and who feet strongough to ask somebody else
for help. ,The person who is strong endIigh tdadmit that hVor she had a
terrible day and to ask a colleague for help--these are the people who
are the basis for continuing staff development.

ERIC/ChESS:' What are some.of the major issues related to stafT
development? sb.

BAUER: One'issue is defining the cus of staff development.
Federal, state, and local aiencies that fund staff development tend to
finance small, specific projects, such as how to teach About pollution
or hoW to build a respurte centet. In short, agencies tend to fund
everyone who feels they have an answer to tell someone. They.don't fund
questions. They fund ansWers. .

A second issue is the Setting for staff development. The current
'setting for staff development tends'to.,be a pattern of bringing a lot of
people together. We are rediscovering what a lot of people have known
-for some time--that a great deal has to happen,one-on-one land one at a
.time, in smaller settings, and in small school situations. You can't
train a whole school district at one time.

The third issue relates to the question of content, particularly
in the social studies and humanities. We need to discuss and debate
what should be taught in social studies. We have had a fight going on
for a number of years between W.story and the social sciences. W need
funding, and we need time _to sit'down so that historians and social
scientists can talk to each other about what an individual teacher should
know.

It is history that Provides tho dynamics Af.how individual people
and groups have actually made a change and made differences in the world.
Models, rules, and theories don't create painting and literature, or
even governments. How much history and social science should teachers
and children know? Historians, and social scientists don't talk with each
other, either at the unfveraitY or at .funding agencies. We need time and
opportunities Sptbring those people together--to select those people who
wish to come fOgether and focus on general education in the schools.

ERIC/ChESS: What are some priority needs in social studies staff
development?

t

BAUER: The two most important relate to values. We need to value
(and that means spending time, and money) helping teachers dq better what
they already do, rather than simply spending time and money on somgthing
new. Teachers have to feel that they are valued for what they are already
doing. It is just good management, strengthening what people are already
good at.

Second, I think we need iome honesty throughout the country about
what sChools can do. We cannot promise rose gardens and we certainly
can't deliver, them. I think that we need to'say that we cannot use



nchools to change the American nvntem. There are thone who would like un

to use the schoois ds dgeuLles oi Lhauge. chools ale a place whelw.you
can and need to raise importantquestions. But we don't have all the

answers. We need to ask "How can we teach subject matter to sThildren
who have little or no aural language in standard English?" We also need
to ask "What can we guarantee educiationally to children who have not had
proper nutrition and are subject to extreme antischool peergroup
pressures?" Schools can honestly pripvide a common denominator, but
they can't honestly provide separate education for every child.

ERIC/ChESS: What advice would you give on beginning a staff
development progralit?

aAUERi JI'd be happy to give advice if you promise there is somebody
who wants to'take it. It is so nice to be asked. My first piece of
advice is that where there are coordinators and supervisors in school
systems, they should,be encouraged to work with teachers 'DA doing more
effectiVelg,what they are already doing. Very few school systems have
honored or rewarded the goordipators and supervisors who simply help
teachers help each other. For the most part, coordinators and super-
visors have had to justify their existence by adding new courses or new
units or model lessons'br-mimeographing guidelines'without being reularded
for the ongoing support that is Srimportant. ; think we need in-house,

I, in-district staff developers who'slmply work with teachers, helping them
identify their needs and their strengths and helping them help each other.

A second piece of advice has to do with mapagoment training--
providing general management training for people who become department
heads and principals1--management training of the kind that promotes
democratic leadership. This is.something that is desperately important.
All actors.in a school system have to see themselves as part of a co-
operattve effort. They all need to learn how to help people on a day-by- *

day bai. and to be less didactic, less hierarchical, less bureaucratic.

Abtd piece of advice I would give is to legislators who set the
standards. uggest that they hold people accountable for tiyingi
Every teacher has-Tco try ttdevelop understanding of the development of
American citizenshilithrough history. If every teacher has to try to
teach children to look at history and at modern times from many different
perspectives, and if every teacher has to-try to-give language training,
then we might get greater results. But if'you only hold people account-
able for results, then they are afraid to try.

_

,

ERIC/ChESS: Fred, you do a lot- of work around the country in staff
development. What kinds-of trends do you see?

RISINGER: It seems that there is a growing interest in staff devel-
\.,

opment thai is being generated internally. The requests for staff
development assistance seem to be coming from x...Tithin school systems
rather than being imposed from without.

J
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ERIC/ChESS: Who is generating requests foi assistance?

RISINGER: Mostly school administrators. . In a few cases teachers.
themselves are requesting help. One of the things I have noticed is
that much of the administrative concern relates to the nature of school
faculties. There are fewer and fewer new young teachers coming into
school systems, simply because there aren't any spots to fill. There-
fore, administrators can no longer rely on universities to do their staff
development by hiring new young teachers who have been trained in thd
latest techniques. Second, the number of federal and private-foundation
workshops seems to have diminished over the last four or five years.
Therefore, schools no longer can depend on these outside agencies for
their staff development.

Another trend`is that middle-management-level people in charge of
staff development are being phased out. Either they are being eliminated
entirely or, as people retire, the positions are simply not being filled,
This means that those responsibilities are now either being taken by an
administrator at a higher level or are being given directly to department
heads in the schools.

Although I hate to see social studies supervisors being eliminated,
I,think,it might result in more-positive programs if staff development
p?bgrams are planned for individual schools, rather than for a total
district. A

ERIC/GhESS: What kinds of issues or concerns or problems have you
seen related to these trends or related to staff development in general?

./

INGER:, We should first ask if there is enough time for a depart-
ment h d to carry out staff development responsibilities'. In many cases;
when a itional.responsibilities are placed on department heads, they
still have the same amount of.released time, which in most districts ends
up being-something.like one class period per day. That amount of time is
almost necessary just to be a good department head. A coordinated, well-
planned staff_development program requires.more time than one hour per
day. One of thhings.,we are seeing in a few districts is the trend
toward providing dbpartment heads with a ten-and-a-half-month contract
rather than a ten-month contract. This provides them with a week or two

i
at the beginning of the year, Ir perhaps a week:at the end of the year
to handle staff development.

Another problem that I find i the reluctance of teachers to partici-

12';

,pate in any program that is not sp ifically written into a master con-
tract or some negotiated agreemen with the school board. This eliminates
the activity of "Let's get together.over at my house this evening and
plan a program for next year.", Teachers -simply are not doing that.' It's
not that they don't want to imiorove; it's that they are making a state-
ment to the board by sayihg, "We're only going to do things that you pay
us for that are specifically written into our contracts."

*ERIC/ChESS: Where does that.leave us as far as potent4,al for change
and improvement?

4 6 '2
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MINCER: It means that we have to write things into master con-
tracts that go beyond what in being written now. In Indiana, negotiated
contracts must include salary, fringe benefits, and the like. Other
things such as instructional improvement, textbook seleerion, and class
size are not items in a master contract. The Indiana Council for the
Social'Studies is trying to work with other groups---the National Council
of Teachers of English, the Hoosier Science Teachers Association, and
some administrative organizations--to see if we can't write into the
contracts specified days or hours that can be used by the school for
staff development and instructional improvement. We feel that if we can
work with teachers' organizations as well as administrative organizations
to change the nature of master contracts, we'd be a lot better off.

ERIC/ChESS.: If you had to make a list of needs for staff develop-
ment, either in general or for the social studies, what are some
priorities?

RISINGER: Onel,of the main things would be to formally designate an
individual or a group of individuals to be responsible for staff d velop-
ment ina school. .In most school systems, some of the staff develoqint
responsibility falls on the principal,.some on a curricu141 coordin or
or an assistant superintendent-for curriculum, and some on department
heads. All three of these people have some responsibility for staff
development, but in many cases the specific responsibilities have never
been made clear. A second step would be to set aside a definite time
period that would be used by individual departments, or perhaps even the
total faculty, fot staff development. A third need is to bring together
some material and activities to aid people at the local level who are
responsible for staff development.

Epilogue

"How to Kill a Staff Development Program"

(Reprinted with permission from Staff Developm
Newsletter 2, no. 2 [September 1975].)

-

)16
Many people (possibly including some pessimistic staff development

directors) are under the erroneous impression that it is easy to kill a
staff development program. Actually, it requires effort and dedication,
and unless it is carried out' properity is unlikely to be successful.

Timing is crucial. An early attack is esiential, since experience
has shown that once a staff development program-has been allowed to gain
a V.ttle momentum, it becomes increasingly difficult to kill. Dangerous
enthusiasm may build up. This can easily become contagious and difficult
to contain or squelch.

An important factor to keep in mind is that everyone involved must
work cooperatively together in the program-killing operation. Team
'effort is almost essential if the task is to be accomplished. --Because
each individual or group iust bear part of the responsibility for the
demise, it is appropriate to consider specific ways in which each
category may contribute.to.the overall effort.

6 3
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Central Administration

Those having prtmary leadership responsibilities in the district
have a unique opportunity to strike the initialpior possibly prenital)
blow. The best way they cin eliminate the program before it gets under
way is to see that most or all of the following conditions exist:

- -The board of education does not recognize the need and provides
little or no funding,

-The superintendent does not support the idea or gives only lip
sefvice to it. If pressure for staff development efforts comes from
another level of the organization, he may allow it to dissipate through
benign neglect.

--The top administrative officers in the district do not demonstrate
a commitment to continuous personal self-improvement.

- -No one person is given prime responsibility for the staff
development progiam within the district. If someone is named, that
individual is ineffective or buried several layers down in the bureaucracy.

- -There are no clearly stated district or bUilding goals which could
be used to provide focus for the staff development program. If goals
exist, they are so general that theyprovide little direction for the
program.

Staff Development Director

Assuming that the board and central a stration have not provided
appropriate discouragement for the progr: he next line of offense
lies with the staff member responsible foi the program, such as a
director ofistaff development.

To proAde direction for this individual, the following guidelines
have been prepared:

- -Don't involve the individual& for whom the staff development
program is designed in the identification of needs, planning, or imple-
mentation of the program: Trust your own omniscience in knowing what'
the staff needs--after all, you're the expert.

--Provide many "one-shot" activities of the "dog and pony show"
variety as opposed to long-term programs focused on behavior cbange.

- -If there are district or:building goals which are relatively
specific, don't pay too much attention to them. Concentrate on keeping
staff meqpers from complaining by providing many fun and games "smorgas-
bord" type activities.

Building Administrators

Should the program survive the "kill" efforts at the central admin-
istration level; the building principal has a rare opportunity to severely
damage the program or totally destroy it, particullirly in decentralized
school districts.

f;
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The following procedures have 'had documented success:

--Do not model.a positive attitude toward statt development.

--If you,feel obliged to give token support to staff development
efforts, make it clear to thedraff Mat yew really aren't in favor of
the prograth but that you, too, have been forced int6 participating in
staff development activities against your will.

-If you do tolerate a building-based staff development'program,
it is especially important that you personally do not actively partici-
pate throughout the complete activity. Such participa,tion can be very
dangerous and may encourage further butlding activity (which is even
more hazardous, since many management people say that bui1di4g-1eve1 .
staff development programs are most likely to be sucCessful). Giving
benign approval to the activity by "welcoming" the group or popping in
and out of the sessions is allowed, since it may be only moderately
haemful.

Staff Members

The last-ditch effort must be made by staff members, primarily
classroom teachers, who 'can be very effective if they taken an obstinate
stand. These are suggestions for staff members who are committed to
stamping out staff development programs:

--Refuse to participate.

- -Take no personal responsibility for helping identify needs,
planning, implementing, or making specific suggestions for improvement.

A

--If you do attend, criticize, cond&mn,and complain.

- -Mutter frequently, "We tried that and it didn't work" or "We're

already doing that."

- -Assume that any efforts to provide staff development activities
are forms of implied criticism or luspicion of ineffectiveness on your

part.

--Assume that all you need in the way of teaching improvement is an
occasional college course to upgrade your content background.

- -Convince yourself that you're already better at your job than
most of your peers.

- -Assure yourself that society is lucky you'll even work with today's
impossible kids, and that you're making enough of a sacrifice of your
time without folks' expecting you to participate in staff development
activities, too.

--Smile with amused tolerance at your colleagues whii-are enthusi-
astic about staff development activities.

--Become obsessed by the really significant aspects of the staff,
development program--parking, coffee, and room temperature.

J' If you've conscientiously tried most of these techniques and your
staff development program is still alive and well, I suggest you give up.
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You just may be a victim, of a healthy, dynamic, growing institution which
is focused on providing a better.climate In which kids can learn, and
nothing can stop that! But don't feel too sad--you tried, and that'siall
anyone can ask.

'44
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10. LOOKING AT . . . TEACHING ABOUT AGING

(An interview with Fran Pratt)

Fran Pratt, a teacher at Acton-Boxborough (Massachusetts) Regional
High School,.was interviewed in early 1978 by Susan Hustleby, then a

teacher associate of the Social Science Educaeion Consortium. His book
Teaching About Aging was published in 1976 by SSEdand ERIC/ChESS.

Introduction A

Everybody grows old, if they live long enough. Unfortunately, in
our youth-oriented society, growing old is often perceived as a negative
experience. Young people Are especially likely to hold negative views
about aging. However, growing old-cah be a positive experience. We all
know many "older" people whojnjoy full'and active lives.

Fran Pratt teaches abOut aging in his classces. Pratt suggests that
teaching about aging is an'4important factor botWin helping students
prepare for a future part of their lives and in changing negative
perceptions and stereotypes About olchpeople.

Interview ,

ERIC/ChESS: How did you ecome interested in the topic of Aging?
,

-PRATT: I think the topiesis one that is perponally interesting to
everyone Aging is the one experience that is lifelong arid universal,

A

man in my mid-40s, I became very conscious of-Agingowhen I realized the
age difference between my daughter, who had lived Ass than a detade,
"and my mother, who had lived more than three-quarters of a tentury.

,As we grow older we become more conscious of time. There is a
"tendency in our society to try to suppress this concern about aging, but
it still comes to the surface in mahy- ways. For,example, such expressions
as "over the hill," "all washed up," and "on the shelf" are used-4o des-
cribe people who are growing older. Society has in abundant reservoir
of'aging jokes, mostly negative, and a great many cartoons, comics,
films, and television programs reflqct a eoncern about aging.
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I think that there is nothing unique about my interest in the topic.
In fact, I think everyone has an interest. As wo grow older, we become
more aware of the aging process.

ERIC/ChESS; What motivated you to teach about aging,in your classes?

PRATT: My interest in JiLching about aging arose out of mY anthro-
pology dlass activtties. In a'study of status systems,'I assigned a
"personal status-biography." I asked students to use their imaginations
to project themselves in to the future by listing terms that would des-
cribe themselves at different ages up to 70.

The resdlts were very revealing. Most students used negative terms
to dedcribe themselves at the age of 50, and they,were especially.
negative.about ,describing age 60. They used such terms'as "senile,"
"arthritic," "old biddy,"."old goat," "fuddy duddy," and "has been.", In
describing age 70, some students simply listed themselves as "dead" or
"I corpse." -(

When I compared this activity to activities in othey classes, both
at my school and elsevhere, I realized that most students have a rather
negative and stereotyped image of dld people and of what ft means to grow
old. That is when I organized a minicourse which was designed.to
ultimately present a more-balanced view of the aging process. I have
since incorporated aging on an ongoing basis within the context.of my
anthropology course, with a concentrated study for three or four days.

ERIC/ChESS: Why should we teach'young people about aging?

PRATT: It seems ironic that young peo e who have such long lives
before them, grow up thinking that it is ine itably bad to grow old. On
the average, today's young people can expct to live longer thin aily
previous geneeation in America, and life expectancy continues to climb.'
The littest statistics -11.w that males born in 1977 are expected to live
Eo the age of 72 and -les to e age of 81. .Based on'these average
figures, we can estilf`,t: that milliona of today's young people are going
to live into their :Os, ,90s, or even We already have about
17,000 centenariall in tbe United Stat today.

More older people than ever before are.ieading full, active lives;
they are demonstrating every day that life can be beautiful when you'are
old. Successfyl aging_requires ecepomic, psychological, physical, and
emotional preparation. If we,dbn't include teaching about.aging.in the
curriculum, we are neglecting the respOnsIbility for helping students
prepare fbt tbat part of their lives.

Furthermore, we are in the midst of what I ball a "longevity
revolution," which has far-reaching implications for the future of
society. Since 1900 the United States.population has tripled. However,
the populatOn of persons over 65 has increibsed seven times and is con-
tinuing to increase. We now have about 22"million people in ihe United
States who are more than 65 yeArs old. By the time today's high school
students become senior atizens, there should be. about 52 million people
who are 65 or older. In addition, the declining birth rate and the grow-
ing emphasis on medical research will increase life expectancy even more.
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Bevanse ut t his growing o Ider-agod" po.p.ul at ion., s.onn ni. jo Ad jwIt mow s
will have to be made.in our youth-oriented soc ety. The.way in which our
.society deals with age-related issues over the, ext few years is going to he
vdry very important for the future.

Finally, I thi,nk young people are .going to learn about aging vhether
we teach them or not, but what they learn, on their own is likely to be
false and harM ul. In other. words, their impressions will be derived
_from jokes, c1rons, popular myths, and youth-oriented advertising.
Even'storybooks for young children frequently present negative and seereo-
typed images of older people. It is difficult for most children to grow
up with a balanced view about aging and older people. Becauge of the
instability of the family, the high rate of family mobility, and the
tendency of modein neighborhoods to be hompgeneous in.age, few chil.dren
today have .regullk contact with older people. Even children with living
grandparents are,not likely to know them liery well. 'You can hardly blame

,ch14drgn eor'growing up with misconceptions about agipg and plder people.

ERIC/Ch SS: At what grade level should We teach about aging?.

iPPRATT: EvidenCe shows.that the same kind of negative attilles
4 abouh Aging held by'teenagers are held younger children. A,recent

411, study oy 18Q chilOren aged three to eleveh,'conducted by the University
o rylida, showed-tlhat the,child en generally viewed older people as

, ctive, inactive, aft& chronl.cally ill.. Only 11 perOnt of the
ful had anythidg good to"ay\about growing old themselves. This is

a ;leaf demonstration to'me that teaching about aging is'necessary at all
leOels;
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.ERIC/ChESS: Why iS it the .school s job to teach about aging?

BRATT: I thinl that society is rapidly becoming aware of the issues
posed;bysa "graying" America. Schools are a mirror'of society, especially

. 'through the social studies. Whenever any topic beomes a popular social
idsue,..you can be sure'that it is going.to find,its way .into the class-
room: I think this tendency is healthy in that it'helps'keep the schools
relevant to the communities that support them. However', as rapidly

\

Chaniing'social issues are incorporated into the school program, edu-
- cators are confronted by seeminglyrendless pro eA related to adjusting--

and updating their curricula.

. " ERIC/ChESS: Would you elaborate on some ways in
incorporated into socilal studies curricula?

,..

4 ,
.. ,N,-

PRATT: First of all, I would like to say.that teaching about aging,
is.not limited to social studieS classes. The topic is multidisciplinary
and interdisciplinary; it Lits....iito histary and all areas Of the social

...

sciences, and it fits easDly into other subjectsas well. 'Epr.example,:.
there is a vast body of material in lita!iature thai describes how pebple,

, of Various ages tnteract with people in other age groups. A great'deal
Of'arr and music deals ;with aging. Aging is.also albiological process.,"
that affects all living matter.' Ther is also a mihematical aspect to

- aging, especially in rela49mto demographic pattlerns of age groups and
life 9xpectancy. Cetainly social studies does ffot haVd a monopoly on
the.topici , . f; 9

,
.,..

,
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However, we always face the problem of trying to fit.new things into
an already crowded currlcuium: My suggestion is to "piggyback." For
example, if I wanted to teach the concept of conflict, I iou1d 'have a
variety of conflicts tO choose from. I could easily pick a conflict that
had something to do with aging.

ERIC/ChESS: Could you describe some techniques and activities bur
teaching about aging?

PRATT: Values-oriented activities are very successful in teaching
about aging and older people. Because the .topic of aging is heavily
laden with values, students can use this frame -Cif reference to explore
their feelings about themselves And their perceptions of older people.
For example,.I mentioned an activity earlier in which students simply
wrote down the'terms they might use to describe themselves when they
became older. The whole class then looked at the terms to find out what
they shbwed about attitudes toward aging. The students Rut a plus sign
next to those terms that seemed to have positive connotation, a minus
sign next to negative terms, and a zero next to terms that were neutral.
Both orally and in writing, they analyzed their personal views of the
aged.

To understand how society trwlsmits attitudes an4 values about aging,
a teacher could-ask students to analyze aging stereotYpes.in television
advertising or program content. Using case studies is another excellent,
way to provide a hunan dimenOon by focusing on individual situations
with problem-solling dimensions. The case studies should focus on the
lives of individual people and their circumstances. I would stress,
however, that there should be a balanced representation of different
sitmitions when case studies,are used. For example, if you preseht a \
case study about an individual who is unhappy in retirement,.you should :
also present a study of a person who enjoys retirement and who Continues
to be very active.

ERIC/ChESS: What kilnds of activities do you use to help students
become aware of the problems associated with agitig?

PRATT: It is very important to sensitize young people to the
problems of older people. I often use an activity that simulates
physical problems associated with aging--for.example, deafness, blindness,
or,infirmities of various kinds. Students have fun with-activitl,gs that
allow them to use crutches or .wheelchairs. To demonstrate problems A
related to poor sight,.I ask steldents to put celluloid-tape over'glasses.
and try to.read regular print. Although such activities are intriguin$,
they must be used cautiously or student's may end up with an even stronger

4, cO-hvictian that it is bad to grow old. So I suggest that they be used

ii;

in conjunction w
i

h other activities in order to present a broader,
balanced view of, ing.

ERIC/ChESS: What kinds of experienceg can you recommend to,encourage
.iateraction and contact between students and old people?

..}

PRATI': Allowing students to interact with older people is one of
the easiest activities to set up, and it is by far one of the most useful

72
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ways to make stndents aware of the human dimension of.aging. Intimate
cont. at: I 1)421%4424:n young peop le and (Ade i. Poop I t iti bc ic Ii i vcd by o ganj
ing small "rap" groups; small groups are more successful than large
groups in accomplishing this goal. I believe that arranging for students
to have personal contact with older people is one' of the most powerful
ways of changing stereotypes and negative attitudes. Incidentally,
these sessions can also change the stereotyped attitudeg that older
people have about younger people.

ERIC/ChESS: How can a teacher with limited financial resources
teach about aging?

PRATT: The work I have done in teaching about aging in my own
classroom has not really cost anything, except for duplication of
material. Teachers can take advantage of community resources by working

4
with local professional groups, for example the Council on Aging, or
senior-citizen groups, such as RSVP. You will find that many older
pebple are willing to meet with .young people and serve as resources. In

addition, teachers can develop their own activities. Magazine and news-
paper articles about older people. can serve as sources for case studies,
School and city librarians may be wi/Pling to develop bibliographies of

. materials-in their collections..

Furthermore, the number of materials about aging available from
commercial publishers is rapidly groWing. Community and human xesources,
coupled with a teacher's own ingenuity, can easily provide the basis for
a unit on aging.



Interview

11. LOOKING AT . . INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

-(An interview with Edward L. Meador arid Richard Jorgensen)

Edivard L. Meador is director of the Division of International
Education, U.S. Office of Education; Richard Jorgensen is DIE's special-
ist for dissemination. They were interviewed in late 1978 by Paul
Mulloy, then an SSEC teacher associate bn leave from Winchester (Massa-
chusetts) High School. al

I

Introduction

A large body of evidence indicates that U.S. students suffer from
lack of preparedness in meeting the"global challenge6 that may soon
determine the future direction of this nation. At the beginhing of the
1970s, a handful of educators recognized the importance of infusing
global perspectives inio the precollegiate classroom. They have since
been joined by a growing number of teachers and educators who believe 4

that a commitmen,t to international education by the federal government
can providea great deal of momentum to efforts to translate theory and
rationale into sipecific strategies for classroom.implementation. Our
experience in helping and working with teachers confirms that there is
growing and avid interest in international education and global studies.
,Th'e following intgrview describes some of the efforts of USOE/DIE to
promote the concept ofinternational education.

MN.

ERIC/ChESS: Would you begin by defining the term international
'education?

JORGENSEN: The Office of Education doe not tiave a.single defini-
tion of.international education. However, in my experience with the
Division of Interpational Education, I would say that our programs serve
international education in a Alviety of ways. Basically we have
experiential-based programs as opposed to academic or sdhool,based
programs, serving precollegiate education. Most of our programs are in
the area of language and area studies, study abroad, fellowships in
language and area studies, research in'foreian languages, and inter-
naticmal studies. All of these come under ttikvombrella of international
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oducatIon. I would dcNcrlbo thoso progrAtm; :0; An Attompt to holp peoplo

learn about themselves as citizens ot the world, emphasizing the inter-
dependency of people and nations and developing the recognielon and
acceptance of the richness and diversity of various cultures:

MEADOR: IIVO always felt that one of our operational prohlems is
to come up with a thmorable definition that is inclusive enough to be
accurate but not so discursive and lengthy as to lose the audience. ,

Several students who worked in our offices here came up with what might
be the shortest definition: international education, they said, is "any-
thing that reduces ethnocentrism." While many of our definitions have
perhaps said it better, this one has the great advaptage of brevity.
The Office of Education does not have a definition that everybody can
agree on, but we do have some fine examplv of how we hope to achieve,
accelerate, and improve the various disciplines and activities classified
under the broad term international education.

ERIC/ChESS: The majority of the OE programs that you described
were for college students'and inservice and preservice teachers. How
important is international education in the eiementary and secondary
school curriculum, and what are the things being done in these areas?

JORGENSEN: It's extremely important that we make every possible
effort to infuse international education or the.concept of global
perspective into the curriculum. It's not easily done, though, and in
the face of other pressures on the curriculvm, we recognize the diffi-
culty in meeting that challenges Very f, ew of the programs out of our
division, in fact, focus on the precoilegiate level.

ERIC/ChESS: What are USOE's current objectives,in international
education, and how do they relate to current programs?

MEADOR:: Presently, international education objectives in OE are
undergoing scrutiny, and tome significant changes have been announced
by the Commissioner of Education. In the past, our international edtp-
tation efforts focused on the training of a cadre of specialists who were
supposed to have a high-multiplier, high-impact effect. Today there is
a growing feeling:that American education at any level t Xiwomplete if
it lacks an international component. Our current objectives then are to
revitalize and broaden the scope oLinternational education ,and develop
programs above and beyond the programs of the last two decades.

ERIC/ChESS: Do you have specific programs or strategies to carry
out those objectives?

MEADOR: Yes, we have. Let me mention first the Commission on
Foreign Languages and International Education, which President Carter
recently created. The president appointed 21 individuals to'recammend
to him ways and means for directing public attention to the importance
of foreiw languages and international studies and to assess the national
needs in these areas. Recommdndatiods will be made concerning appropriate
levels of public and private support, and existing legislation will be
reviewed and changes proposed that will enable the.government to more-
effecti,vely carry out the commission's proposals. In addition,



ConmHssioner rof Education] Boyer has set up a task force on global
education to find ways to develop or iniuse global perspectives through-
out American education.

Within our own offices, we are looking at strategies for taking
existing programs and augmenting, broadening, and developing their
impact, particularly in reaching schools and with grvater involvement
at the K-12 level, in the community, and for all sectors of American
education.

RIC/ChESS: Besides the USOE efforts, what other things are being
done to increase or improve international education, particularly in the
K-12 curriculum?

JORGENSEN: What tnmediately comes to mind is the work being done
by the Center for Global Perspectives in New York, the Kettering Project,
and the National Endownment for the Humanities. And, of course, the
_development of curriculum materials is growing.

MEADER: I think almost every' major educational association has
either strengtheet or improved its international education efforts.
Just to mention a few, the National Education Association is strengthening
its international offiCe, and the National Association of Secondary School
Principals has developed a very active international education committee.
Some of the presidential and national advisory commissions, including the
one on adult and continuing education, have recently set up subcommittees
on international education.

ERIC/ChESS: Have you encOntered any obstacles in expanding inter-
national educational efforts?

MEADOR: I can cite 3ne major attitudinal or political obstacle that
we have already encountered, and another that we will eventually have to

come to grips,with. First, there is a strong feeling in some quarters
that global education is somehow un-American. These individuals say they
want their children (and youis and mine) to learn "American" history and
"American" mores and values. There is a "them" and "us" orientation about
it all which I think is probably a major obstacle.

The second obstacle is objection to change. Although Americans pride
themsehres on accepting change and embracing the new and the innovative,
it has been my experience that in education anything new and different is
frequently regarded with a fair degree of suspicion.

JORGENSEN: I would say that an already overcrowded curriculum is
also a real obstacle to the infusion of any kind of an international
education program into the schools. There are too many competing
interests. This is not really an obstacle directed at international
education per se, but it is a built-in dbstacle for education.

There is also the problem of teacher education in the United States.
Teachers are not being adequately prepared to be involved in international
programs.

Finally,. I would cite the general lack of'adequate funds in Support
of international education as a s,erious impediment to the promotion of.
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global education. The prtoritie in education aro !oich that global

education just tails way diawn on the list.

ERIC/ChESS: Looking ahead, what types' of international educational
programs and initiatives do You see the Department of Education support-
ing in the 1980s?

MEADOR: I think that the movement toward international education
in community colleges is going to be one of the significant areas of
development in the next few years. There will also be much greater
expansion into the K-12 public school area. In addition, I feel that we '

will see an expansion of the' various institutes that focus on global
education, global concerns, and contemporary world problems. In short,
global education may become a commodity that has the potential to
dramatically alter students' lives in the classroom.

Epilogue

What follows is a selective list of organizations offering services
to educators interested in international education. Many offer news-
letters and brochures listing materials. Contact each organization
directly for nore information about its specific products and services.

Mid-America Program for Global Perspectives in Education, Indiana Uni-
versity, 513 N. Park Ave., Bloomington, Indiana 47401.

The Mid-America program endeavors to.improve and expand global
perspectives by helping schools and other agencies identify and mobilize
the talents and resources needed. Efforts are geared toward helping
young people obtain greater awareness of other cultures, world inter-
dependence, and opportunity for participation in local events and
activities,which have international significance.

Global DevelOpment.Studies Institute, P.O. Box 522, 14 Main St.,
Madison, New Jersey 07940.

'The major function of this institute is to provide both internal
and external support to teachers who wish to introduce global education
tQpics in,the classroom. Support is offered through publication's and
cUrect consultation.

Center for Teaching International Relations, University of Denver,
Graduate School of International Studies, Denver; Colorado 80210.

The goal afCTIR is the improvement of teaching international/
intercultural studies at the precollegiate level through sponsoring
of teacher workshops, developing curriculum units, and providing a
materials distribution center and consulting services.

Center for Global Perspectives, 218 E. 18th St., New York, New York 10003.

The emphasis of this organization is on the development of instruc-
tional materials with a gl bal perspective, and the necessary training of
teachers so that these ma rials will be implemented successfully in the

.- classroom.
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World Future Society, 4916 St. Elmo Ave., Washington, D.C. ?n(114.

The society is a membership or anization interested in social and
technological developments during t e coming years.

Worldwatch Institute, 1776 Massachusetts Ave., N.W, Washington, D.C.
20036.

Funded by private foundations, governmntal agencies, and the United
Nations, this organization identifies and focuses attention on global
problems, including such issues as energy,.women, population, conser-
vation, health, and.environment.

Overseas Development Council, 1717 Massachusetts Ave%, Washington, D.C.
20036.

The main objective of the council is to increase knowledge and
understanding about developing nations through study, research, analysis,
and education.

Institute for World'Order, 1140 Ave. of the Americas, New York, New York
10036.

The purpose of the IWO is to actively introduce the subject .of world
order into the curricula of all major educational syStems.

Foreign Policy Association, 345'i. 46th St., New York, New York 10017.

This organization develops educational materials on current topics
of importance in international education.

Oxfam America, 302 Columbus Ave.,1Boston, Massachusetts 02116.

This is an international agency which funds self-help development
projects in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. While its primary purpose.
isfunding international develppment projects, it has an education
office which will supOly leaf-rang materials to teachers.

American Council on Education, One Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036:

The ACE has sponsored several reCent conferenc'es, the purpose of
which is to pull together a cross-section of federal agencies and
interest groups to discuss emerging federal initiatives in internstioaid
education.

Global Learning: Inc., 552 Park Ave., East Orange; New Jersey'07017. .

Formerly known as Global Education Associates, this organization
has an active schools program which ofiers workshops, ihservice courses,
and on-site evaluations.



12. LOOKING AT , . . TEACHERS' CENTERS

(An interview with William Hering)

Bill Hering manages a program of research on teachers' centers for
the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development. He
has taught at the secondary and university levels and served on the
staffs of two national curriculum development projeits, Dr. Hering was
interviewed in 1979 by Paul Mullivoy, then a toacher.asdlkiate 'of SSEC.

Introduction

The grOwth in the riumber of teachers' centers was stimulated by the
passage of PL 94-482, wbich as of late 1979 had funded 90 new teacher-
center projects througholut the country. Federal funding represents one
source of potential support; however, as the following interview points
out, there are several diverse methods by which teachers' centers may be
organized and supported. With continued growth, the teachers' centers
offer classroom teachers an increasing opportunity to take an active
role in the decisions which affect their everyday activities.. Dr.
Hering's comments should be particularly usPful to those interested in
information about the organizational structure and function of teachers'
centers, possible organizing procedures and funding sources, and the
future direction of the movement.

Interview

ERIC/ChESS: What are the characteristics of a teachers' center?

HERING: I think the most important aspect of the teachers' center
movement is that there is such a great diversity among centerp. It's
really true that there are no two centers alike. However, there are five
major areas of similarity for most centers.

First, their programs are based on what J.call teacher-felt needs
and expressed interests. By that I don't mean to imply that teachers'
centers only respond to teachers' needs. Although that does happen, the
centers also respond to teachers' interests, providing opportunities for
;teachers to grow in an area of personarinterest and competence.
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Second, there is a strong sense of ownership on the part of the
teachers. There is a sp[rit or s sense of togetherness, a Leeling 11141
causes teachers to refer to "our center" or "our place."

Third, teachers' centers are not necessarily defined with reference
to a physical place or a site. While some people may think of it as a
safe place or a haven, some centerd don't have a site at all. They do a
lot of what.4s called "advisory work"--working with individual teachers
in their classrooms.

Fourth; teachers' center programs are voluntary. Teachers partici-
pate because they want to.

Fifths.and probably the most important, is that teachers' centers
believe in teachers. Teacher growth is important to teachers' center
staff, and by that I mean both professional growth and gifOlth of the
profession.

ERIC/ChESS: You also mentioned that there was diversity among
centers. How do they differ from each other?

HERING: Let me point out a couple of ways in which they are
different. They vary according to purpose. Some centers, for example,
serve particular subject-matter needs or have a Specific e'mphabis, such
as special-education teachers' centers, or teachers' centers oriented to
open education. The structure, size, and financial support can be very
different. Some centers may be independent ofia school system or a
university. They may have a voluntary Otaff that reduces their financial
need, or teachers may pay dues to use the center. Other centers may use
community fund-iaising activities or get financial aid from foundations.
Some are supported by local units of the organized professiOn. Many are
supported by school districts, or the federal government.

ERIC/ChESS: How does a teachers' center differ from conventional
school distrtct inservice and curriculAm resourcel,Tedia centers?

HERING: A major difference between teachers' centers and conven-
tipnal services is that teachers' centers tend to work with individual
teachers over a long period of time. This continuity is important. A
workshop may provide good materials, new techniques, or new methods of
teaching. Teachers attending this workshop would probably find it very
helpful, and will leave the workshop and use what they have learned.
While a teachers' center might do similar kinds of things, its main
focus will be on,Continuity over a-period of time--by working with
individual teachers. A center is able to respond to individual needs
and help,put teachers in touch with other resources that are polAtially
helpful. A center focuses on the teacher cas,the person, whichimans that

,the responses have to vary over time, and they-have to vary from one
individual to another.

ERIC/ChESS: What suggestions would You offer to a school district
that is interested in organizing a teachers' ceqer?

HERING: If the initial interest originates in the central office--
with a district administrator, for example--I'd say the first step would
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ho to involvi, touchers. Begin by luvotig,tqhig 1,711;it pror,ram.; ought to

he ofteredask the teachers. An administrator can do a lot; he or she
can get space for a center or provide time Wor people to work in a
center. But the teachers have to perceive it as meeting,their needs.

1

If the idea begins with the teachers, then the process is reversed.
The interested teachers should first seek central office support. My

111
main suggestion is to start small and to start slowly. Centers that
begin with the goal to serve every teacher in the district start with a
real problem.

I think it's better to start out with a small piAram that reaches
a small number of teachers_and does a very good job. It will grow from
there; other people will come to the center. If you try to reach every-
body at the outset, there's a possibility that you'll have to sacrifice
individual attention and not really please anybody.

ERIC/ChESS: What funding-source suggestions can you offer?

HERING: There are several possibilities for funding. Local funds
are one source. For example, school district funds, or community funds,
or some combination might be one way to begin. State funds for staff
development are also available in several states.

At the federal level, there are various ways to obtain financial
support. The federal Teacher Center Program will probably not be ahie
to suppor,t any new projects next year. However, some centers are fanded
under Title IV-C, Innovative Programs, Teachers could apply 4o their
state IV-C person.to establish a center. Some centers have received
ethnic heritage grants to place ethnic heritage programs in their center.
Others have sought Title XX support. There are, of course, many federal
programs that are appropriate for teachers' centers. Don't ignore poten-
tial sources of support from private foundations and organizations like
the Junior League. The support doesn't always have to be in the form of
a check. Support can be in the form of furniture, or carpeting, or other
tangible kinds of things.

ERIC/ChESS: What are the.benefits to a school system in setting up
a teachers' center?

HERING: The bottom-line benefit is improved instruction, which
means increased learning. A center also can help overcome that sense of
isolation that's so much a part of teachers' lives. It's especially true
of elementary-school teachers. They just don't have a lot of opportuni-
ties for long-tetm professional contacts. A center contributes to a
-sense of community among teacherp by allowing them to share information
and to reduce that sense.of isolation. Often, when we think about
improving education, we assume that you give teacheiP :apecific things
that they in turn give kidsf and that's considered improvement. We don't
often think about helping the teacher grow professionally--but I feel
that a person with a good self,concept will do a better job.

ERIC/ChESS: What A the role-of the Teachers' Center'Exchange at
the Far West Laboratory?
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HERING: The Teachers' Center Exchange is hest defined as aOetwork,
in which we rgier people lo oLher sources of iniormaLion.

We also/have a publications program which is designed to tap the
informal and:interactive network that we serve. Our publications are
multiauthored, consisting of chapters by various authors from teachers'
centers. W4 put out occasional papers and mail them free to everybody
on our mailing list. Our papers are on such topics as staffing a
teacherdl center or establishing a center for rural towns.

Finally, we go to conferences, which gives us an opportunity to
talk to people. That's tremendously important because when there's a
major presentation to be made at a conferencd we typically tty to get
staff members from centers to make or help with those presentations.
This provides an opportunity to learn from somebody on the firing line--
from someone who has been involved with the problems. It also allows
for some interesting networking.

ERIC/ChESS: Do you see-an expansion of the teachers' center move-
-

ment in the future? If so, will it take a form sim4.1ar to the current
movement?

HERING: The answer to the first question is yes. The answer to
the second is I don't know. But I think one thing is obvious. The
diversity of centers will continue. As more and more teachers' centers
come into existence, there will be a variety of centers doing a variety'
of things. They aren't totally alike, by any means. I think the Tederal
funds have spurred an interest in teachers' centers, and a' lot of places
that didn't get federal funds have gone ahead and started their own
centers.

Epilogue

Readers who would like more information about teachers' centers may
want to order the Teachers' Center Exchange Directory, by Jehnne Lance
,and Ruth Kreitzman. This publication contains highlights of programs,
resources, staff, and other information about 78 teacher centers in the
United States. The directory ikavailable from the Far West Lab, Order
Department, 1855 Folsom St., SanTranciAco, California 94103 ($6.50).
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